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From: "Fontaine, Peter" <PFontaine@cozen.com>

To: Wittenberg Nancy <Nancy.Wittenberg@njpines.state.nj.us>, Roth Stacey <St...

CC: "Fatzinger, Robert (SJG)" <RFATZINGER@sjindustries.com>, "Richard A.Be
th...

Date: 1/3/2014 6:08 PM

Subject: Comments on Draft

Attachments: 17969120 1. DOCX.docx

Nancy

Enclosed is our initial set of comments on the draft ED report, which as I have sh
ared with you, was very

well done especially considering the amount of material that had to be assimilated.

These changes were made off of the original draft you provided (not the revised 
version you shared

yesteday). Hopefully, it will not be too much trouble to incorporate these comment
s. Also, John Valeri has

some additional comments, mostly focused on the BL England facility, which
 I have not yet had the

opportunity to incorporate. I will send these along to you separately. Not everyone has had an opportunity

to review the enclosed comments so we may have additional tweaks to make
. I'm available this weekend

to assist you in getting this into final form.

Best regards,

Pete Fontaine

Notice: To comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, we inform yo
u that, unless expressly stated

otherwise, any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, includi
ng attachments, is not intended or

written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose 
of avoiding any penalties that may

be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service.

Notice: This communication, including attachments, may contain informat
ion that is confidential and

protected by the attorney/client or other privileges. It constitutes non-publi
c information intended to be

conveyed only to the designated recipient(s). If the reader or recipient of t
his communication is not the

intended recipient, an employee or agent of the intended recipient who is res
ponsible for delivering it to

the intended recipient, or you believe that you have received this communi
cation in error, please notify the

sender immediately by return e-mail and promptly delete this e-mail, inclu
ding attachments without reading

or saving them in any manner. The unauthorized use, dissemination, dist
ribution, or reproduction of this

e-mail, including attachments, is prohibited and may be unlawful. Rece
ipt by anyone other than the

intended recipients) is not a waiver of any attorney/client or other privileg
e.
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REPORT ON A PROPOSED MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN

THE NEW JERSEY PINELANDS COMMISSION AND THE NEW JERSEY

BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES REGARDING CONSTRUCTION OF A PROPOSED

APPROXIMATELY 15 MILES OF A 22-MILE 24-INCH NATURAL GAS PIPELINE IN TH
E

STATE DESIGNATED PINELANDS AREA

FINDINGS OF FACT

The Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) is proposed to permit the construction of I S miles of 
an

approximately 22-mile, 24-inch high pressure natural gas pipeline from just outside Millville in Mau
rice

River Township to Beesley'-s Point in Upper Township. The totality of the proposed natural gas pip
eline

is being constructed within the Pinelands (approximately 15 miles within the State designated 
Pinelands

Area and approximately 7 miles solely within the Pinelands National Reserves)_ As discussed 
below, the

proposed natural gas pipeline is intended to provide the gas required to repower the B.L. Engla
nd

electrical generation plant, as well as providing supply feeder redundancy to address the vulner
ability of

the entire southernmost portion of South Jersey Gas' (SJG's) service territory, which is cu
rrently served

by a single feed supply.

In order to comply with air quality standards, the New Jersey Department of Environme
ntal Protection

("NJDEP") ordered the B.L. England electrical generation plant at Beesleys Point, Up
per Township,

Cape May County (`BLE Plant or Plant") either to cease operations on its rema.inin~ <
md Unil 2 (15G

MV6' coal-Tired unit), or to repower these tw•o units plus L~nit 3 (1 ~5 MW oil-tired unit) ids-eg 
g-eee~-

• with natural gas combustion turbine technology to significantly reduce air pollution

from the BLE Plant. In the event RG Caae Ivlav ceases o~xrations on Unit 2shuts down 7'he N1DEP

order. however, or install additional pollution control equipment on the oil-fired 
boiler to achieve

~~~cifed performance standards for sulfur dioxide.: nitrogen oxides. and particul
ate matter (May_18,__.

2012 Amended Administrative Consent Order between NJDEP and RC Cape May Holdings, L
LC)(2012

AACO). The BLE plant is located within the boundaries of the Pinelands National Rese
rve, but outside

of the State-designated Pinelands Area. The BLE plant is owned and operated by 
RC Cape May

Holdings, LLC and is located within SGJ's service area. SJG is a public utility subject t
o the regulatory

and supervisory authority of Board of Public Utilities (BPU).

In . RC Cape Mav determined that it would repower the I3LL: Plant ~n~ith natw•al gas. To pro
vide the

natural gas required to repower the BLE Plant, SJG determined that it would need to cons
truct a new

natural gas pipeline to the Plant. Additionally, tollo~~in~ 2010 reliability upgrades to
 portions of its

system in Cumberland Count~~ imm~diatclYeast of Atlantic County. SJG independcnth~ h
ad determined

that it was necessar ty o improve the safet~~ and reliability of the natural ;as supply to communities in

Atlantic and Cane Mav Counties, which currently onl}~ are served by a side s~
~l~~_line vulnerable to a

single-contingency failure. The proposed natural pipeline therefore ̂ ~~a ~
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~ek~~provides~ SJG with the opportunity to address the vulnerability of the entire so
uthernmost

portion of its service territory, from the Cape May Gate Station south, while also providing the na
tural

gas needed to re~ower the BLE Plant, 
. SJG,

subsequently, submitted three petitions to the BPU for its approval to construct an approxima
tely 22-

mile, 24-inch natural gas transmission pipeline with a maximum allowable operating pressur
e of 700

psig, including a petition pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40:SSD-19 (This provision authorizes the BPU to i
ssue an

Order that any zoning, site plan review or other municipal land use ordinances or regulations

promulgated by the affected municipalities and counties shall not apply to development prop
osed by a

public utility for installation in more than one municipality for the furnishing of service; pro
vided it

determines that the proposed installation of the development in question is reasonably neces
sary for the

service, convenience or welfare of the public).

The proposed gas pipeline would traverse through portions of both the State-designated Pi
nelands Area

(the "Pinelands Area") and the Pinelands National Reserve (the "PNR") (referred to 
together herein as

the "Pinelands"). With regard to the portion in the Pinelands Area, SJG propo
ses to construct

approximately 15-miles of pipeline beneath existing paved portions and/or disturbed sh
oulders of Union

Road (CR 671), NJ Route 49, Cedar Avenue, Mill Road (CR 557), NJ Route 50, M
t. Pleasant-Tuckahoe

Road (CR 664) and *Marshall Avenue. Approximately 10.2 miles of
 the proposed pipeline

would be located within a Forest Area, 2 miles within a Rural Development Ar
ea and 2.8 miles in a

Pinelands Village. Additionally, approximately 7 miles of the pipeline would
 traverse through the

federally-designated PNR to the BLE plant. The project also includes an interconnect 
station located on

a 10,000 squaze foot wooded parcel (Bik. 358, Lots 11-14) in Upper Township, Cape 
May County. The

applicant proposes to clear the parcel and surface approximately 7,900 square feet o
f the parcel with

crushed stone. The interconnect station, which includes above and below ground 
piping, will be located

on the proposed crushed stone surface. The interconnect station will be surrounded b
y a six foot wide

grass berm and a security fence.

In addition to providing gas to the BLE plant, the portion of the proposed natural gas tran
smission line

to be located within a Forest Area significantly enhances the reliability of SJG's na
tural gas service

system in the southern and eastern portions of its service area (Cape May and 
Atlantic Counties,

respectively.)_ Currently, SJG services its customers located in Cape May Coun
ty via an existing 16-

inch feeder line. Moreover, an existing 20-inch gas supply pipeline is the majo
r feeder line to the eastern

and southern parts of SJG's service territory. Given the current lack of an alternat
e supply line, a failure

in either of these existing pipelines, especially during the cold weather months
, could subject up to

140,000 of SJG's existing customers to long-term gas outages, thereby placing the
 safety and welfare of

these customers at risk. The proposed gas pipeline is expected to greatly en
hance the reliability of the

eastern and southern portions of SJG's service territory by providing an alternat
ive route for gas to be

supplied to Atlantic and Cape May Counties. The proposed pipeline would als
o improve gas supply

availability and pressures to feed these areas on peak and near-peak days, thereb
y potentially reducing

the need for additional pipe installations in the future, many of which would 
likely be located within the

Pinelands Area.

The Pinelands Commission staff reviewed the application materials submitted
 for the proposed pipeline,

including, but not limited to, wetlands and wetland buffer delineations, threatened
 and endangered plant

and animal species information, cultural resource information, stormwater calcu
lations, etc. Staff also

conducted field investigations of the site of the proposed pipeline to confirm
 the wetlands and wetland

delineations, observe soil borings, etc. Based on its robust review of th
e application, Commission staff

determined that the construction of the proposed pipeline was consiste
nt with the development

standards, Subchapter 6, of the Pinelands Comprehensive Management Plan
 (CMP) and, therefore, that



the proposed development would not impact the environmental resources of the Pinelands. Additionally,

given that the totality of the proposed pipeline would be constructed in existing paved and disturbed

road rights-of-way, staff also determined that the construction of the proposed pipeline would not give

rise to new fragmentation of the Forest Area. However, given that the proposed pipeline was intended to

serve customers located both inside (BLE Plant) and outside (customers in the non-Pinelands portions of

Cape May and Atlantic Counties) of the Pinelands, staff determined that the proposed pipeline

development was not consistent with the Forest Area land use standards (Subchapter 5) of the Pinelands

CMP.

The Pinelands CMP defines a natural gas pipeline as "public service infrastructure." N.J.A.C. 7:50-2.11.

Although the development of public service infrastructure is a permitted use in a Rural Development

Area and a Pinelands Village (N 7•A•C• 7:50-5.26 & 5.27), it is only permitted in a Forest Area if it is

intended to primarily serve only the needs of the Pinelands._ See N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.23(b)12. Given that the

proposed pipeline is intended to serve customers located both inside and outside of the Pinelands, the

project does not primarily serve only the needs of the Pinelands. As a result, the proposed pipeline is not

fully consistent with the permitted use standards for a Forest Area.

This MOA is proposed in accordance with the provision in the Pinelands CMP .J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2)

which authorizes the Commission to enter into intergovernmental memoranda of agreement which

authorize specified development activities that may not be fully consistent with the land use and/or

development standards of the Pinelands CMP, specifically N.J.A.C. 7:50-5 and 6. In order to enter into

such MOA, it must be demonstrated, and the Commission must find, that any proposed development

that is not fully consistent with the standards of the Pinelands CMP is accompanied by measures that

will, at a minimum, afford an equivalent level of protection of the resources of the Pinelands as would

be provided through strict application of the Pinelands CNIP~ standards.

As discussed above, there are no ti~i(icant environmental impacts anticipated with construction of
 the

proposed natural gas pipeline. However, the intent behind the Forest Management Area use standards is

to ensure the long-term integrity of the Pinelands environment by establishing standards governing 
the

character, location and magnitude of development and use of land in this area, while encouraging

appropriate patterns of compatible development. N.J.S.A. 13:18A-9.b. and N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.21. As a

result one potential concern associated with the construction of the proposed pipeline in a Forest Are
a is

that it would create more pressure on the impacted municipalities and the Commission to change 
the

land use and development intensities currently permitted in the Forest Area through which the pipel
ine

would traverse. This, in turn, would provide for increased development (secondary impacts).

The MOA includes measures that are intended to afford, at a minimum, an equivalent level of protect
ion

for the resources of the Pinelands as would be provided through strict application of the land
 use and

environmental standards of the Pinelands CMP. Specifically, pursuant to the terms of this MOA
, a

subsequent Order issued by the BPU and a subsequent MOA between the BPU and SJG, the pub
lic

utility proposing to construct the proposed natural gas pipeline, SJG will be required to contrib
ute eight

million dollars ($8,000,000.00) towards Pinelands Area land acquisition and education. Seven mill
ion

two hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($7,250,000.00) would be placed into the Pinelands
 Conservation

Fund —Land Acquisition account to fund the acquisition of land located adjacent to~ the si
te of the

proposed pipeline project located in a Forest Area. If all of the targeted lands have not been 
acquired

after three years from the execution of this MOA by the last signatory, then any remain
ing funds also

may be used for acquisition of Forest Area lands in the southern forested portion of the Pi
nelands Area,

i.e. south of the Atlantic City Expressway. The remaining seven hundred and fif
ty thousand dollars

($750,000) will be used to fund and support education, outreach and research projec
ts. A total of



$250,000 would be used to convert the Commission's headquarters into a Pinelands Visitor Center, and

the remaining $500,000 would be used to fund a series of projects that would raise awareness about the

Pinelands, including initiatives such as improving and expanding its existing education programs and

initiatives; advancing, supporting and improving the Pine Barrens Byway, a 122-mile trail that traverses

existing roadways in portions of 16 municipalities in the southern Pinelands region ' mod-gas

~~,:~~ ~ ~~~':~~ ~~~"~ ~.,.,.~.,` and to fund other improvements for use by the public, such as

the creation of bike trails along the Byway and scenic pull-off areas, as well as the creation and

dissemination of interpretive materials such as brochures. Also. SJG is required to deed restrict that

portion of the uipeline ~~~ilhin the Forest Area to prohibit any service connections and thereby avoid

increaszd development (secondar~~ impacts).

PUBLIC HEARING

Pursuant to N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)3, a public hearing to receive testimony concerning the MOA was duly

advertised and noticed. The hearing was held by Executive Director Nancy Wittenberg on December 9,

2013 at 5:00 p.m. at the Galloway Township Municipal Building, 300 East Jimmie Leeds Road,

Galloway, New Jersey. Approximately, 180 people attended the public hearing of which 100 people

provided testimony (certain individuals commented more than once.) The hearing commenced at a+eEt~c#

appro?:imatclv_5:00 p.m.

At the outset of the hearing, Executive Director Wittenberg indicated that following the hearing and

cl~5e of the public comment period a draft staff recommendation report would be prepared concerning

the proposed MOA, which would include the relevant points raised during the hearing and in written

comments, and an analysis of such points for the Commission's review. Ms. Wittenberg indicated that

the draft staff recommendation report would be considered by a committee of the Commission first and

then by the full Commission. Ms. Wittenberg also advised the public that the comment period would

remain open through the Connmission's December 13, 2013 regular meeting, and that additional oral

testimony could be presented at that meeting and that written comments could be submitted until close

of business, 5:00 p.m., on that date. The December 9 hearing was then opened for testimony. Initially,

testimony was limited to three minutes per speaker in order to provide an opportunity for the large

numbers of the public who wished to speak to do so. However, once everyone had had an opportunity to

testify, Ms. Wittenberg offered anyone who wished to a second opportuniTy to speak and accommodated

the majority who requested to do so.

The hearing concluded at approximately 11:00 p.m. A transcript of the testimony received during the

hearing is posted on the Commission's website at www.nj.gov/pinelands. An additional approximately 3

'/a hours of public testimony was taken at the Commission's regular meeting on December 13, 2013. A

transcript of the testimony received on that date is also posted on the Commission's website.

Written comments were accepted until 5:00 p.m. on December 13, 2013. Written comments were

submitted by approximately 2,100 commenters regarding the MOA. Copies of these written comments

are also posted on the Commission's website.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S ANALYSIS OF THE COMMENTS

As is evident from the oral testimony offered at the hearing ands the Commission's regular meeting a
nd

the written comments received by the Commission, commenters cited a variety of reasons for supporti
ng

or for opposing the proposed MOA. Some of these comments (such as employment opportuniti
es,



frackin , as ex ort, etc. ' a ~~~~~~~~,'~••' are not directl ermane to the Pinelands CMP and theS S P )" Yg
Commission's decision on the proposed MOA.

The Commission received letters of support from individuals and private and public organizations.

Form letters supporting the project were received from 471 individuals. These form letters addressed

the need for energy reliability for the residents and businesses in the southeastern portions of the state.

They expressed the opinion that the project would not negatively impact the environment or the

Pinelands specifically. An additional 28 unique letters of support were received. There was also a

petition of support signed by -residents of Upper Township. The individual letters addressed a range of

topics including, but no limited to, improved air quality, economic development, job creation,

environmental protection, overall energy reliability, and prevention of service disruptions due to storms.

With regard to suggested secondary impacts or the pressure for more development once this pipeline is

installed, commenters noted that the certified zoning ordinances of the towns will prevent such

secondary impacts and growth. With regard to the use of renewables it was noted that renewables are

good but they must be backed up by conventional power. The planned closure of the Oyster Creek

Nuclear Power Plant was raised by many commenters noting that this further supports the need to keep

the B.L. England plant operating. Several comments were submitted regarding the positive economic

impacts of the project including alleviating costly out of state energy purchasing, increase in states tax

revenues and lower energy costs. Commenters noted that the there is a critical need for energy in the

southern part of the New Jersey. Consistency with the Pinelands Comprehensive Management Plan and

State Energy Master Plan was noted. Many commenters expressed support based on the resulting

improvements in air quality for the area.

The Commission received letters of opposition from numerous individuals as well as from national, state

and local environmental and energy related advocacy groups. In addition to individual letters and

testimony at the two formal public sessions, there were both form letters and petitions submitted. There

were 4 different form letters totaling 1,368 letters and seven unique petitions. An additional 315 letters

were received opposing the project. Issues raised in opposition include legal concerns with the MOA,

the project does not comply with the Comprehensive Management Plan, there is no need for the energy

supplied by the B.L. England Plant, there is no need for service redundancy in the southern part of the

state, there are better; alternate routes, this MOA if approved will lead to more pipelines in the

Pinelands, groundwater impacts, forest fragmentation, species habitat impacts, the project is inconsistent

with the goals of the Pinelands Protection Act and the CMP, fracking impacts, lack of air quality

improvement, inadequate equivalent level of protection, export of Liquid Natural Gas, fire safety and

explosion. Many commenters also provided formal input at the Public Nearing held on December 9,

2013 and at the Commission meeting on December 13, 2013.

A number of points have been raised which bear upon the Commission's decision in this matter. These

generally relate to the consistency of the proposed MOA with the requirements and objectives of the

Pinelands CMP and the Pinelands Protection Act_;

To more fully inform the Commission's decision making process, the Executive Director has focused

the following analysis on those points that raise potential issues regarding overall protection of the

Pinelands and the adequacy or legality of the proposed MOA.

A. Consistency of the Proposed MOA with the Requirements and Objectives of the Pinela
nds

Comprehensive Management Plan and the Pinelands Protection Act.



Comments: Several different concerns were expressed regarding the consistency of the proposed MOA

with the requirements and objectives of the Pinelands CMP and the Pinelands Protection Ac
t.

Specifically, a number of commenters questioned the legality of entering into a MOA with the BPU

given that BPU is a regulatory agency and not actually constructing the pipeline. It was their position

that the Pinelands CMP only permitted the Commission to enter into a MOA in accordance wi
th

N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 with a public entity who is actually constructing the project. Commenters also

noted that past MOAs, in particular the MOA with BPU for the installation of a 230Kv electric

transmission line by Conectiv, should not be considered precedent for this proposed MOA. Additionally,

commenters were concerned that this MOA would set a dangerous precedent and open the flood gates to

more MOAs for infrastructure projects. They also stated that the proposed MOA was not consistent wi
th

the Commission's mission to protect, preserve and enhance the resources of the Pinelands, as stated at

N.J.S.A. 13:18A-9.a. of the Pinelands Protection Act and that the proposed project is inconsistent with

the land use standards for the Forest Area set forth at N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.23 (b)12 of the Pinelands CM
P.

Commenters also stated that the MOA provisions of the Pinelands CMP should not be considered 
an

alternate means of compliance with the goals and objectives of the Pinelands CMP, but rather

constituted a waiver of such standards. Additionally, commenters questioned the appropriateness of 
the

MOA because of a lack of compelling public need for the project. One commenter stated that the MO
A

was ultra vires, because it considered the State's Energy Master Plan and because

an alleged lack of standards as to what constituted an "equivalent level of protection" rendered 
the

Commission's decision arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable. Ultimately, many commenters indica
ted

a preference for the Commission to consider the proposed natural gas pipeline project under a W
aiver of

Strict Compliance for a compelling public need, rather than authorizing execution of the propos
ed

MOA.

Analysis: The Pinelands CMP at N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 authorizes the Commission to ente
r into a

memorandum of agreement "with any agency of the Federal, State or local government which authori
zes

such agency to carry out specified development activities that may not be fully consistent with 
the

provisions of N.J.A.C. 7:50-5 and 6, provided such agency demonstrates, and the Commissio
n finds,

that variation from the standards of this Plan is accompanied by measures that will, at a mi
nimum,

afford an equivalent level of protection for the resources of the Pinelands that would be provi
ded

through strict application of the standards of this plan."

Execution of this MOA is Consistent with the Requirements of N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(cl2

The commenters challenge the Commission's use of the MOA for the current project, because, 
although

the proposed MOA is being executed with another State entity, the BPU, the project ultimatel
y will be

constructed, operated and maintained by SJG, a public utility. This position rests on an interpre
tation of

the regulatory language of N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 as requiring the actual constructi
on authorized

pursuant to the MOA to be performed by the governmental entity that is the signatory to the MO
A. The

express terms of N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2, however, only require that the executing agenc
y "carry out"

specified development activities. The term "carry ouY' is subject to many meanings 
including "to

accomplish, to bring about, effectuate, etc_": Nowhere in the plain language of this regula
tory provision

does it state that the State agency must actually perform construction of the project itself.

The ~rMOA is between the Commission and the BPU. As discussed below, the I3P
U is assi~~ed

the e~clu,ive responsibility within the State of Ne~v Jersey to ensure that residents 
oP the Slate eniov

safe. adequate and proper public utility service inchiding safe and reliable natural gas for 
heating homes

and businesses. N.J.S.A. 48:2-13. "I he BPU is the onl~geucv in the Statc charged ~~ith this

resp~nsibility and is the only asenc~• vested with specific e~:pertise to carne out
 this mission "I'he i3PU



fulfills this statutory responsibilit~v supervising and pervasivel~~ controlling the State's various public

utilities, u~ho Ire granted franchise ri h~provide these essential services to the public. In essence, the

BPU im~ements its mandate to insure safe and reliable seitiicc to flee public oniti~ throu tig l its

franchisees—the State's public utilities. BPU is the entity that the State Legislature created to exe
rcise

extensive regulatory authority over public utilities. In the present case, the BPU is exercisi
ng its

extensive regulatory authority over SJG, the public utility constructing the pipeline, and will conti
nue to

regulate distribution of gas through and safety of the pipeline once construction is completed. No
 other

regulated public utility is authorized to provide gas service to the BLE plant or within the 
seven

southernmost counties serviced by SJG.

The BPU, which was created by the Legislature in 1911, has "general supervision and regulat
ion of and

jurisdiction and control over all public utilities...so far as may be necessary for the purposes of car
rying

out the provisions of this Title" (Title 48). N.J.S.A. 48:2-13. This includes supervision and re
gulation of

a public utility's property, property rights, equipment, facilities and franchise. Id. "Regulatio
n and

control over public utilities is justified because it is beneficial to the State and its citizens (In the M
atter

of the Petition of South Jersey Gas Company, 116 N_J. 251, 258 (1989), citing Junction Water Co. v
.

Riddle, 108 N.7~Ea• 523, 528 (Ch.1931)) and is necessary to insure `uniformly safe, proper
, and

adequate service by utilities throughout the State.' Id.,_(quoting County of Bergen v. Department of

Pub. Utils. of N.J., 117 N.J.Super. 304,312 (App.Div.1971). The BPU's authority over utilities ex
tends

beyond its express statutory powers and includes incidental powers that the agency needs to fulf
ill its

statutory mandated duties. A, A. Mastrangelo, Inc. v. Comm'r of Dept. of Envl. Prot., 90 N_J. 666, 683
-

84 (1982). This sweeping grant of power is "intended to delegate the widest range of regulatory p
ower

over utilities to the Board." Twp. of Deptford v. Woodbur~Terrace Sewerage Corp., 54 N_J. 418
, 424

(1969).

The BPU's jurisdiction over public utilities, such as SJG, is extremely broad. For example, pu
blic utility

rates may not be changed without Board approval(N J•S•A• 48:2-21; N.J.A.C. 14:1-5.12)
; a public

utility may be ordered to provide safe, adequate and proper service (N.J.S.A. 48:2-23); a pu
blic utility

must get BPU approval to construct certain major pipelines, such as this one .J.S.A. 48:10-2 et seq;

N.J.A.C. 14:7-1.4); etc. Additionally, the BPU may require a public utility to "estab
lish, construct,

maintain and operate any reasonable extension of its existing facilities. N.J.S.A. 48:2-27.

Under Title 48, the BPU is charged with approving all utility franchises granted after May 1, 
1911.

N.J.S.A. 48:2-14. By definition, "a franchise is a privilege of a public nature conferred by g
overnment

on an individual or corporation to do that ̀ which does not belong to the citizens of the countr
y generally

by common right'." In re Petition of South Lakewood Water Co., 61 N_J. 230, 238 (1972
). "In the case

of public utilities, it means permission to operate a business, peculiarly of a public natur
e and generally

monopolistic." Ibid. "The power to grant the [franchise] right is an inherent incident of sover
eignty and

resides in the legislature. A grant of a franchise is a legislative act." Id. At 238-239. Th
e statutory

definition of the term "public utility" is set forth at N.J.S.A. 482-13. "Once an entity is f
ound to fit

within the definition of "public utility," it is subject to the Board's regulatory scheme, wh
ich is extensive

and detailed." In the Matter of the Petition of South Jersey Gas Company, su ra. at 258. Th
e BPU has

the authority to grant franchises and privileges to any public utility, if it "determines that
 the privilege or

franchise is necessary and proper for the public convenience and properly conserves the 
public interest:'

Id.

The BPU granted SJG a franchise for SJG to provide natural gas service withi
n a service territory

consisting of the southernmost seven counties in New Jersey. Within its servic
e area, the company

provides essential gas service to approximately 360,000 homeowners and busi
ness customers and



operates approximately 6,200 miles of pipeline throughout its service territory. To that end, t
he BPU

regulates and controls most of SJG's operations including, but not limited to its ser
vice quality,

customer service and billing practices, safety, construction specifications, accounting, financ
ing and

auditing. See N.J.S.A. 48:2-13 et seq., N.J.S.A. 48:3-1 et seq., N.J.S.A. 48:9-5 et sey.

In sum, the BPU has been vested by the Legislature with the general supervision and regulation of
, and

jurisdiction and control over all public utilities. N.J.S.A. 48:2-13. The courts of this state have 
held that

this grant of power by the Legislature to the BPU is to be read broadly, and that the prov
isions of the

statute governing public utilities aze to be construed liberally to ensure the provision of sa
fe, adequate

and proper public utility service to New Jersey's residences and businesses, including the 
provision of

safe and reliable natural gas for heating homes and business. Id. It is the only agency
 of the State

charged with this responsibility and is the only agency vested with specific expertise to c
arry out this

mission. Moreover, by statute, public utilities are subject to the general supervision, regulation,

jurisdiction, and control of the BPU. Ibid. BPU's authority covers the public utility's "property,

property rights, equipment, facilities and franchises[.]" Ibid.

In this capacity, the BPU issued an Order dated June 21, 2013 to SJG finding that constr
uction of the

proposed pipeline was "reasonable and in compliance with all relevant Federal and St
ate requirements"

and approving the request of SJG to construct the proposed pipeline. This Order was i
ssued in response

to the petition filed by SJG with the Board requesting approval and authorization
 to construct and

operate 21.6 miles of 24-inch natural gas pipeline through Maurice River Township
, CitLof- Estelle

Manor ~i~and Upper Township.

Thus, this pipeline would not be constructed but for BPU exercising its regulatory aut
hority to approve

the project. It is the nature of the relationship articulated above and the extensive ge
neral supervisory

and regulatory authority afforded the BPU by statute over public utilities granted suc
h franchise rights

that render the proposed development eligible for the MOA provision set forth a
t N.J.A.C. 7:50-

4.52(c)2. As discussed above, through its franchise, the public utility is afforded the 
right to operate a

business that is "peculiarly public in nature", i.e. to provide natural gas services to 
the public. In fact,

absent the gant of its franchise rights, SJG would not be permitted to provide suc
h essential public

sei•viccs. Moreover, once constructed, the proposed pipeline will be maintained 
and operated in

accordance with BPU's continued regulatory oversight. Therefore, use of the MOA 
provision for the

proposed project is consistent with the terms of N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52, because the p
roject is being carried

out subject to the BPU's approval and regulatory oversight. In fact, absent such approv
al and oversight,

it would be impossible for SJG to effectuate the project at all.

The Fact that BPU is a Re ug lator~A~ency~Not a Development A~encv is Irrelevant and

there is Ample Precedent Supporting the Execution of this MOA with the BPU

The fact that BPU is a regulatory agency, not a development agency, does no
t prohibit use of the MOA

provision at N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2. First, such an interpretation renders this MOA provision

superfluous and redundant with regard to development by State agencies.
 In 1994, when the

Commission adopted N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 (see 26 N.J.R. 479, the CMP
 already contained a

provision that authorized development undertaken by State agencies themse
lves. This provision

authorizes any agency of the State of New Jersey to submit a plan of its e
xisting land uses, resource

management and development activities within the Pinelands for the Commi
ssion's review and

approval. N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(e) (emphasis added.) This provision also authorizes 
the use of alternative

or additional techniques, not strictly in compliance with the requirements of N
.J.A.C. 7:50-5 and 6

provided such alternatives are consistent with the goals and objectives of
 the CMP. Id. Thus, this



provision authorizes the Commission to approve a State agency's plan for development activitie
s

conducted by that agency, including authorizing deviations from strict application of the land us
e and

development standards of the CMP provided such plan included alternative measures that achieve th
e

same goals, i.e. that axe equivalent to the protections that would be provide if there were no deviation
.

There was no need for the Commission to adopt another provision, N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2, in 1
994 to

serve the same regulatory purpdses. Consequently, N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 is intended to do more tha
n

authorize development activities conducted by state agencies themselves.

Second, an interpretation precluding a regulatory agency from executing a MOA under N.J.A.C.7:50-

4.52(c)2 is inconsistent with established Commission interpretation of and long standing preceden
t

involving this MOA provision. Since 1988, the Commission has entered into at least three MOAs tha
t

have involved regulatory entities and seven MOAs that have involved private development on priv
ate or

public lands. Specifically, in 1988, the Commission entered into a MOA with the New Jersey Hig
hway

Authority to authorize the construction of telecommunications cables within the right-of-way of th
e

Garden State Parkway. This MOA which was executed between the Pinelands Commission and anothe
r

state entity, the New Jersey Highway Authority, and like the present MOA, involved the installat
ion of

public service infrastructure that was installed, owned and operated by the public utility, i.e.
 the private

communications company. tinmist~.kably,~ker} the Commission's adoption of the Pubic Develo
pment

prop-isions of the CMP six years after t-~eits 1998 MOA with tine Garden State Parkw~av neces
sarily was

any nacknowledgement that -^°~w~ :~~'~"~~:~~ ~Pconsh•uction of public service infrastructure

n~av be 1uPro~~ed through the mechanism of an intergovei~nmenlal agreement between the Commi
ssion

and a public agency with oversight o~~er the development project. Similarly, in 1998, the C
ommission

entered into a MOA with the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP),
 Woodland

Township and the New Jersey Conservation Foundation. As in the present case, one of the si
gnatories to

the MOA was a state regulatory agency. However, the purpose of the MOA was to permi
t a private,

non-profit organization to operate an off-road vehicle park on private lands located in the Pr
eservation

Area District and owned by the New Jersey Conservation Foundation, another private,
 non-profit

organization. Thus, as is the case with this MOA, the 1998 MOA was intended to authorize a us
e that

was not permitted in the designated management area, in that case intensive recreat
ion in the

Preservation Area District, to effectuate a public purpose, i.e. the elimination of illegal off-road v
ehicle

use and subsequent restoration of the parcel. In 1999, the Commission entered into a MO
A with the

Ocean County Utilities Authority to permit the application of a sludge derived product
, Oceangro

pelletized fertilizer, on public and private properties located in the Pinelands. Oceangro is consid
ered a

waste derived material, the application of which is prohibited on lands located Pinelands, in 
accordance

with N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.79, in the absence of the MOA. In 2000, the Commission entered int
o an MOA

with the NJDEP, United Environmental Services, Inc. and Southern Ocean Landfill, I
nc., to permit a

private landfill owner and the private entity undertaking closure of the landfill to accept and 
use broken

glass and construction and demolition (C&D) debris to grade and cover the landfill in o
rder to facilitate

its closure. Again, as in the present case, although NJDEP provided regulatory ove
rsight of the project,

the construction activities themselves, i.e. application of the broken glass and C&D
 debris on the

landfill, grading and other closure activities were be undertaken by a private entity pursu
ant to NJDEP's

regulatory oversight. In 2004, the Commission entered into an MOA with the South Jersey

Transportation Authority to authorize development at the Atlantic City Airport that was 
not completely

consistent with the development standards, Subchapter 6, of the Pinelands CMP. At 
that time, South

Jersey Transportation Authority owned and operated the airport. However, a nu
mber of the projects

authorized by the MOA would have been owned and operated by private, for-
profit entities, e.g. a

hotel/conference center and the auxiliary development area for aviation related light in
dustry. In 2004,

the Commission entered in a MOA with the BPU to authorize the construction
 of a 230kV electric

transmission line, 33 miles of which, was to be constructed within the Pinelands 
Area, including 17.5
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miles within the Preservation Area District and Forest Area (the "Conectiv MOA"). As in the present

case, the actual construction of the proposed transmission line was constructed by the public utility.

Lastly, in 2006, the Commission entered into a MOA with Stafford Township to permit closure of its

sanitary landfill despite such closure activities being inconsistent with two of the development standards

set forth in Subchapter 6. As with the other MOAs discussed above, although a governmental entity was

the signatory to the MOA, the actual development activities were undertaken by the Township's

designated redeveloper, a private, for-profit entity.

The above discussion provides ample support for the Commission's use of the MOA provision in the

given matter. The Commission has entered into a number of MOAs with governmental entities to

authorize meritorious public purpose projects that were carried out by entities other than the

governmental signatory, including private, for-profit entities. The keystone of the MOA provision is not

whether the governmental entity itself is undertaking the development activities, but whether such

development activities are being carried out in conjunction with the governmental entity and being

advanced to serve a public purpose. As evidenced by the discussion above, this has been the

Commission's interpretation of N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 since its adoption in 1994 and such interpretation

is entitled to substantial deference. (Courts "give considerable weight to a state agency's interpretation of

a statutory scheme that the legislature has entrusted to the agency to administer." In re Election Law

Enforcement Comm'n Advisor~p. No. 01-2008, 201 N.J. 254, 262 (2010 (In Re Advisory O ff). "We

do so because 'a state agency brings experience and specialized knowledge to its task of administering

and regulating a legislative enactment within its field of expertise."' U.S. Bank. N.A. v. Houeh, 210 N_J.

187, 200, 42 A.3d 870 (2012) (quoting In re Advisory Off, supra, 2U1 N.J. at 262).) See also Reilly v•

AAA Mid-Atlantic Ins. Co. of New Jersey, 194 N_J. 474, 485, 946 A.2d 564 (2008), Moreover,

regulations promulgated by an agency in furtherance of a statutory scheme it is charged with enforcing

are presumed to be valid. The Court will defer to an agency's interpretation of both a statute and

implementing regulation, within the sphere of the agency's authority, unless the interpretation is "plainly

unreasonable. Ibid.; See also In re Freshwater Wetlands Prot. Act Rules, 180 N_J. 478, 488-89 (2004).)

3. A MOA is not a Waiver of the Requirements of the Pinelands CMP, but Rather an

Alternative Means of Achieving Compliance with Its Goals and Policies

There also appears to be a fundamental misunderstanding among the public that commented regarding

the nature of the MOA provision set forth at N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2. Specifically, these commenter
s

disagree that compliance with the requirements of the Pinelands CMP is achieved through execution of

this MOA. The commenters view this MOA more akin to a waiver of the regulations and argue that it is

intended to provide an end run around the regulations. This understanding, however, is not consistent

with the plain language of the regulation. As noted above, N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 only authorizes the

Commission to enter into an MOA for development that is not fully consistent with the provisions of the

land use and development standards, Subchapters 5 and 6 of the CMP, provided such development

includes measures that will, at a minimum, afford an equivalent level of protection of the resources o
f

the Pinelands than would be provided through strict application of this Plan. "I71e "resources of the

Pinelands'~ that must ha~~e `'equivalent level oC protection" through an MOA are those mi
nimum

stzndards set forth in Sections 5 and 6 of the CMP, ~e~er the Minimum Standards for Lanct lJse

Distribution and Intcnsitics (7:50-5.21-5.361 and the Minimum Standards for Wetlands (6.1-6.14
),

Vegetation (6 21-6 27) ]~ish and Wildlife (6.,31-6.34), l~orescry (6.41-6481. Agriculture (6.~1-6.5~),

Resource Extraction ((.61-6.69). VlTasle Management (6.71-6.801. Water Quality (6.81-694),
 Scenic

(6 101-6 f i l) Fire Management (6.121-6 125). Recreation (6.141-0.144) Historical, Arch
eological and

C'ultura.l Preservation (6.151-6.158) .
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In order to effectuate the goals of the Pinelands Protection Act, i.e. ensure the long term integrity of the

Pinelands environment, while accommodating regional growth influences, the CMP sets forth minimum

standards governing the character, location and magnitude of development and use in the Pinelands.

N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.21. Likewise, the CMP establishes minimum standards governing development and land

use in the Pinelands. N.J.A.C. 7:50, Subchapter 6. For example, these site specific development

standards include wetlands and wetland buffer standards (N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.1-6.14), threatened and

endangered plant and wildlife standards (N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.27 & 6.33), historic, archaeological, and

cultural preservation standards (N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.151-6.157), etc. Alt of the standards of Subchapters 5

and 6 are intended to be implemented by the administration of municipal and county master plans and

land use ordinances that are reviewed and certified by the Pinelands Commission in accordance with

N.J.A.C. 7:50-3. Id. These standards are minimum standards and the Pinelands CMP permits a

municipality, county, State or Federal agency to adopt more restrictive regulations, provided that such

regulations are compatible with the goals and objectives of the Plan. Id. Similarly, N.J.A.C. 7:50-3.1(d)

provides the flexibility with regard to preparation of local master plans and ordinances.

As discussed in the MOA, the MOA provisions at N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 are akin to the flexibility

provisions of the CMP set forth at N.J.A.C. 7:50-3.1(d). ("[I]t is the policy of this Plan to allow

municipalities the greatest of flexibility and discretion in the preparation of local plans and ordinances

so long as the plans and ordinances do not conflict with the ultimate objectives and minimum

requirements of this plan." Contrary to the assertion of one commenter, this is not the first time this

interpretation is being articulated. In fact, this interpretation was raised in the Notice of Adoption for the

rule proposal in which N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 was proposed. In response to comments concerning this

provision, the Commission staff responded "The addition of N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 merely authorizes

intergovernmental agreements which serve to implement the goals and policies of the Comprehensive

Management Plan. These comprehensive agreements, similar to municipal ordinances, must accomplish

at least an equivalent level of protection as that afforded by strict application of the Comprehensive

Management Plan's land use and development standards.) Thus, it is clear that interpretation of the

MOA provision as waiving compliance with the requirements of the Pinelands CMP is erroneous. As

noted above, and articulated by the Commission staff is 1994, the MOA provision achieves compliance

with the goals and policies of the CMP through the measures included that afford an equivalent level of

protection for the resources of the Pinelands.

4. A Compelling Public Need is not Required for Execution of an MOA

A number of commenters indicated that the Commission should not enter into the proposed MOA,

because there was no compelling public need for the proposed pipeline project. Commenters also noted

that the alleged need for the project was not credible because the proposed route did not have to be

constructed, the alleged need did not justify violating the Forest Area land use standards of the CMP, the

proposed route was being advanced because it was the cheapest route for the public utility and the need

for supply redundancy was apost-hoc justification that does not meet the needs of the Pinelands.

The existence of a compelling public need is not required in order for the Commission to enter into a

MOA pursuant to N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2. In fact, one of the reasons for the Commission's adoption of

this provision was to provide another mechanism to authorize meritorious public purpose projects that

did not qualify for a compelling public need waiver. (Stokes memo, dated January 16, 2007, page 3).

The Commission is also not required to find that the need for the proposed project is of such a character

so as to override the importance of the protection of the Pinelands. These comments suggest an incorrect

a~epr-iaEe-blending of the standards associated with issuance of a compelling public need waiver at

N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.64 and the standard for an MOA that authorizes development that is not fully consistent
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with strict application of the land use or development standards of the Pinelands CMP at N.J.A.C. 7:50-

4.52(c)2. As discussed above, in order to enter into a MOA, the Commission must find that any

variations from the standards of the Pinelands CMP are accompanied by measures that, at a minimum,

will afford an equivalent level of protection for the resources of the Pinelands as would be provided if

there were no deviation.

Moreover, the BPU staff#~as-determined that there is a need for the proposed pipeline project. BPU staff

reviewed engineering analyses and sworn testimony from qualified experts that established that the

eastern and southern portion of SJG's natural gas system is highly vulnerable to asingle-contingency

failure of the single 20" pipeline from Union Road Station to Estell Manor, the only major feed into the

eastern and southern portions of SJG's service territory. (Letter Tricia Caliguire, Chief Counsel, BPU

dated December 12, 2013, page 3.) BPU found that approximately 142,000 customers located east and

south of the Union Road Station were vulnerable to a gas outage if this pipeline was interrupted. Ibid.

28,700 of these customers are located in the Pinelands Area. By Order dated June 21, 2013, the BPU

approved the SJG's request to construct the proposed pipeline and, in doing so, determined that

construction of the pipeline will increase the reliability of natural gas service by interconnecting with an

existing transmission line in Upper Township, and will provide service to the BLE plant. Id. at 4. There

is also no evidence to support that redundancy was apost-hoc justification. TIZe -;~

~'~~~••~~~~~ ~~ •"~ need for supply redundancy was discussed in detail n. u .~~~~' „-~~~-~~' F ~ eTn in

131ack & Vealch's October 2012 report axd-submitted to BPU;
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Pipeline. October 2012. ~~ ~~•~* ~° ~' ~ ~•. The BPU has also found that there is a need for the

repowering of the BLE facility to ensure an adequate supply of electricity in 
the Southern New Jersey

Region, and specifically in the Pinelands. Ibid.

The Proposed MOA is not Inconsistent with the Commission's Mission

A number of commenters stated that the Commission's consideration of the 
proposed MOA .is

inconsistent with its mission as articulated in the Pinelands Protection Act. These commen
ters, however,

only quote a portion of the goals of the Pinelands CMP as stated at N.J.S.A. 13:18A-
9.

Although it is true that the Pinelands Protection Act at N.J.S.A. 13:18-9.a. establi
shes the goal for the

Pinelands CMI' with respect to the entire Pinelands Area to "protect, preser
ve and enhance the

significant value of the resource thereof...," these are not the only goals establishe
d by the Act. Rather,

the sAct Elea-sets forth additional goals for the Protection Area and Preservat
ion Area. With regard to

the Protection Area, i.e. all lands within the Pinelands Area located outside of 
the Preservation Area

District, the Act requires the Commission to "[e]ncourage appropriate patterns of compat
ible residential,

commercial and industrial development, in or adjacent to areas already utili
zed for such purposes, in

order to accommodate regional growth influences in an orderly way while prot
ecting the pinelands

environment from the individual and cumulative adverse impacts thereof." N.J.
S.A. 13:18A-9.b.(5). The

Act also required the Commission in developing the Pinelands CMP to "[r]ec
ognize existing economic

activities within the area and provide for the protection and enhanceme
nt of such activities such as

farming, forestry, proprietary recreational facilities, and those indigenous indus
tries and commercial and

residential developments which are consistent with such purpose and provisions
." N.J.S.A. 13:18A-

8.d(3) (emphasis added).

The Commission's Mission Statement reflects all of these goals and provides 
"The Mission of the New

Jersey Pinelands Commission is to preserve, protect, and enhance the nat
ural and cultural resources of

the Pinelands National Reserve, and to encourage compatible eco
nomic and other human activities

consistent with that purpose" (emphasis added). In fact, 13% of the Pine
lands (not including the

developed portions of the Military and Federal Areas) is targeted for med
ium to higher intensity

residential and non-residential development and needs to be served by public
 infrastructure, including

natural gas.

Commenters have expressed concern about the impacts of the proposed projec
t on the Pinelands Area's

designation as a Biosphere Reserve. This fear, however, is unfounded. Bios
phere Reserves are

designated by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Org
anization (UNESCO) as

landscapes and seascapes of particular importance for developing and 
testing approaches to protect

biodiversity while improving human livelihoods. (emphasis added). The Commis
sion's mission and

legislative charge are completely consistent with UNESCO's designation. 
Simply put, the Commission's

charge is not only to "preserve, protect, and enhance", but to also make
 the Pinelands Area a ]iving,

working environment that serves both its natural ecosystems and its human
 ecosystems as well. Humans

need energy;; hence the need for pipelines, electrical plants, etc.

Why does the Act contain goals beyond preservation, protection a
nd enhancement of the Pinelands

resources? The Pinelands CMP is a protection plan that allows for appr
opriate development, the so-

called ̀ balance with a tilt' (Richard Sullivan) towaxds protection. However, 
it is necessary to the future

of the Pinelands CMP that both conservation and development goals 
are advanced to the maximum

extent possible in that they are necessary for the long-standing pu
blic consensus on preserving the
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Pinelands "reserve" (a "reserve" is not an exclusively preserved area, but a "working" mixed landscape).

To focus on either goal exclusively will lead to a loss of support and *~~ •~'~:-~~~~ 
'~~n4~....~4i~.~ ,.F

i-~edamase to the Pinelands CMP and the Pinelands.

6. It is Preciselv Because the Proposed Pipeline is Not Fully Consistent with the Forest Area

Standard that the MOA in Being Considered

There seems to be a misunderstanding as to the relevance of the Forest Area land use standard at

N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 in the Pinelands CMP to the Commission's authority to enter into the propos
ed

MOA. Many commenters stated that the proposed MOA is not authorized by the Pinelands CMP,

because the proposed pipeline is not intended to primarily serve only the needs of the Pinelands. Fir
st,

although it is correct that the Pinelands CMP only permits the development of public service

infrastructure within a Forest Area if such infrastructure is "intended to primarily serve only the needs of

the Pinelands" N( 7•A•C• 7:50-5.23(b)12, that standard has no bearing on whether the Commission's

execution of an MOA for the proposed pipeline project is authorized. In fact, if the project we
re

consistent with the Forest Area land use standard, no MOA would be required. There also seems to be a

misunderstanding as to the area encompassed by the term "Pinelands" in that regulation. Contrary
 to

what many believe, public service infrastructure is permitted to be constructed in the Forest Area if su
ch

infrastructure is intended to primarily serve only the needs of the Pinelands generally, this includes both

the state designated Pinelands Area and the Pinelands National Reserve. As noted above in the Findi
ngs

of Fact, the BLE Plant is located within the Pinelands National Reserve. As a result, the construction of

a pipeline in a Forest Area to serve the BLE plant only, would have been consistent with Forest Ar
ea

land use standards of the CMP. It is because the proposed pipeline was also intended to serve vi
a a

redundant sup~~l}~ route customers within SGJ's service area in Cape May and Atlantic Counties, 
the

majority of which dc~id not reside within the Pinelands, that Commission staff made the determination

that the proposed pipeline was not fully consistent with t-~e-N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.23(b)12 and consi
deration

of this MOA became necessary.

Execution of this MOA Will Not Result in a Deluge of MOA Requests Nor Obliterate the

Protections Afforded the Pinelands by the CMP

Another concern raised by some commenters was that the Commission's execution of this MOA
 will set

a dangerous precedent that would hobble the Commission's ability to deny future pipeline appl
ications

proposed in other ecologically sensitive management area designations of the Pinelands
. Other

commenters expressed concerns that execution of this MOA would open the flood gates and res
ult in the

death of the Pinelands CMP as a result of 1,000s of MOAs. We do not agree.

First, this concern seems to be premised on the misunderstanding that execution of an MOA constitu
tes

a waiver of the standards of the Pinelands CMP. As discussed above, that is simply not the case
. Rather

than waiving the standards as would occur through issuance of a Waiver of Strict compliance (
See

N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.61 and 4.62), N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 merely authorizes intergovernment
al agreements

that serve to implement the goals and policies of the Pinelands CMP. Arguendo, even if the com
menters

were correct that this MOA would result in Commission's consideration of other MOAs, whic
h is pure

speculation, such an outcome would not undermine the Pinelands CMP. Ian order to enter i
nto

st~ek-an MOAs, the Commission must find that itthey-includes measures that, at a minimum, wi
ll afford

an equivalent level of protection for the resources of the Pinelands as would be provided
 through strict

application of the standards; i.e. that the projects includes measures that serve to implement t
he goals

and policies of the Pinelands CMP.
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Second, the Commission's execution of any MOA is purely discretionary. Each MOA •••' must

be evaluated on its own merits ~rre~e~to determine whether it includes measures that ~k-provide a

level of protection of the resources of the Pinelands that is equivalent to what would be provided if there

were no deviation. It is simply not possible to speculate as to the factual circumstances that may arise in

which another MOA for public infrastructure or other development will be requested and the measures

that will be included as part of such request to afford an equivalent level of protection for the resources

of the Pinelands. However, this issue is essentially of no consequence given the regulatory pre=requisite

that all proposed MOAs include measures that serve to implement the goals and policies of the

Pinelands CMP.

Third, the €aet~l-history of the Commission's use of N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 does not support this dire

outcome~~reciicted by commenters. Since the Commission's adoption of this regulatory provision in

1994, almost 20 years ago, the Commission has entered into approximately 18 MOAs that permit

compliance with the CMP through alternate means. That translates into less than 1 MOA per year. By

means of comparison, the Commission staff processed approximately 355 private and approximately 80

public development applications in 2013. Clearly, there has not been a deluge of MOA applications in

the last 20 years and there is nothing but baseless speculation to indicate that this will change in the

future.

The Commission's Execution of This MOA is Not Arbitrary, Capricious, Ultra Vires or

An Abuse of The Commission's Discretion

One commenter raised issues concerning the authority of the Commission to consider the following

issues as part of its decision on the proposed MOA: 1) the State's Energy Master Plan, 2) the need for

public service infrastructure to provide gas reliability to Cape May County and other areas located

outside of the Pinelands, and 3) the repowering of the BLE Plant, which the commenter erroneously

believed was located outside of the boundaries of the Pinelands.

Although need is not a regulatory factor that the Commission must consider when contemplating

entering into a MOA pursuant to N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2, in the present context, the need for the

proposed pipeline project has bearing on the Commission's decision for t-~e-a number reasons. First, the

continued need for the BLE Plant to provide an adequate supply of electricity for the Southern New

Jersey region is significant given the potential impact to the Pinelands as a result of future transmission

line upgrades and new transmission line rights of way that the EMP indicates will be necessary when

Oyster Creek Nuclear Generation Facility retires in 2019. Second, as discussed in the POWERGEM

reports, some, if not most of the energy generated by the BLE Plant will be needed for the Pinelands

Area. Third, given that the BLE Plant is located within the Pinelands PNR, not only is it appropriate for

the Commission to consider the repowering of the BLE Plant, but as discussed above, absent the need

for the redundancy line, construction of a pipeline solely to repower the BLE plant would have been

consistent with the Forest Area land use standards at N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.23(b)12, given the pipeline would

primarily only serve the needs of a Pinelands business. See N.J.A.C. 7:50-2.11 that defines the term

"Pinelands" to mean the Pinelands National Reserve and the Pinelands Area.) Finally, it is also

appropriate for the Commission to consider the need for public service infrastructure to provide

reliability to Cape May and Atlantic Counties, given that SJG his more than *~~2~,000 customers

who are Pinelands residents ~~•'~~ ~~~ ~..~'~-~~-~ ~`cTr' ~~a [haC will ~e~ex~i~y-benefit from the

proposed pipeline. The issue has never been that there will be no benefit to the Pinelands, but rather the

proposed pipeline project is not intended to primarily serve only the needs of the Pinelands. N.J.A.C.

7:50-5.23(b)12.
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The commenter next argues that because the Commission has unfettered discretion in drafting,

reviewing and determining whether the proposed project includes measures that afford an equivalent

level of protection that the draft MOA is arbitrary, capricious and a violation of administrative

rulemaking.

Commenter's statements are inaccurate. Although the Commission's decision to enter into a MOA is

completely discretionary, it is not unfettered. The Pinelands CMP at N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 only

authorizes the Commission to enter into a MOA provided the "Commission finds that variation from the

standards of this Plan is accompanied by measures that will, at a minimum, afford an equivalent level of

protection of the resources of the Pinelands than would be provided through strict application of the

standards of this Plan." As stated in the Notice of Adoption, 26 N.J.R. 4795, 4797, ̀[t]he test will be

whether the measure that are king [sic] proposed in an agreement will provide a level of protection of

the resources of the Pinelands that is equivalent to what would be provided if there were no deviation."

The Commission expressly noted that "[g]iven the wide variety of possible cases, the Commission

believes it would be impossible to antiapate [sic] the appropriate tests for each of these in advance." Id.

As a result, the Commission indicated that "[i]n executing any memorandum of agreement pursuant to

N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2, the Commission will specifically describe how it reached the conclusion that an

`equivalent level of protection' is king [sic] ensured." Id. Given that the rule was proposed and adopted

in accordance with the rulemaking procedures required by the Administrative Procedure Act, N.J.S.A.

52:14B-1 et sue. and the rule does contain a standard which governs the Commission's exercise of

discretion in deciding whether to enter into an MOA, any action on behalf of the Commission to enter

into a MOA in accordance with the requirements of N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2 would not be arbitrary,

capricious, unreasonable or ultra vires.

B. The Proaosed MOA includes Measures That Afford an Equivalent Level of Protection for

the Resources of the Pinelands

Comments: Several commenters questioned whether the measures included in the proposed MOA

afford an equivalent level of protection for the resources of the Pinelands. These commenters felt the

measures fell short for a number of reasons. Specifically, the Commenters disagreed with the staff's

interpretation of the equivalent protection standard set forth at N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2. One Commenter

argued that the MOA was fatally defective because it failed to require the acquisition of any lands, let

alone specific lands located adjacent tq the right-of-way of the proposed pipeline. This commenter also

stated that, in his view, the amount of funding being provided was insufficient to ensure protection of

the 2,000-3,000 acres identified for acquisition by the Commission and would only serve to buy a

fraction of the forest area affected by the introduction of this major infrastructure. Additionally, this

commenter stated his belief that the measures proposed in the MOA to provide an equivalent level of

protection for the resources of the Pinelands failed to address the specific resources which the Forest

Area designation and its protective regulations were intended to preserve. This commenter stated that,

because the land acquisition provisions in the MOA were so meager and yet so permissive in terms of

how and where the money would be spent on land acquisition, that there was no basis to believe that the

lands acquired would protect the forested and wetland habitats that enforcing the Forest Areas of the

CMP would. This commenter also provided an analysis purporting to demonstrate why the acquisition

of small parcels would do little to prevent edge degradation and eventual loss of habitat value if adjacent

unpreserved lands are developed. Another commenter stated that the lands in the vicinity of the right-of-

way of the proposed pipeline do not require protection given the significant development restrictions to

which they are already subject as a result of the existing standards of the Pinelands CMP. One

commenter stated that there is no nexus between the monies that would be provided for education and
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out reached based programs and initiatives and, therefore, cannot be considered as part of the measur
es

provided to afford an equivalent level of protection.

Analysis: The Commission disagrees that the measures provided in the MOA do not afford 
an

equivalent level of protection for the resources of the Pinelands. The comments received on this poi
nt

seem to be premised on at least two fundamental misperceptions, 1) that construction of the propos
ed

pipeline will result in significant impacts to the resources of the Forest Area; including edge effect
s,

forest fragmentation and loss of habitat and 2) that a determination of "equivalent protection" requir
es

the Commission to compare the protections that are afforded the resources of the Pinelands throu
gh

implementation of the measures included in the MOA against the protections afforded the re
sources

through strict application of the Forest Area land use standards if the MOA were denied; i.
e. as if

nothing were constructed.

The proposed pipeline project is being constructed within existing paved roadway, paved s
houlder and

previously disturbed shoulder. As a result, and as confirmed by D~~tea-Commissions staff,
 there are no

si~,nilicant adverse impacts to the resources of the Pinelands associated with the proposed natu
ral gas

pipeline. The proposed project is fully consistent with the development standards, Subchapt
er 5, of the

Pinelands CMP. The only regulation to which the project is not fully compliant is the Forest Are
a Land

Use standards at N.J.A.C. 7:50=5.23(b)12. Moreover, this standard does not prohibit the develop
ment of

public service infrastructure, such as the proposed natural gas pipeline, in a Forest Area. Rather, i
t limits

that infrastructure that can be constructed in a Forest Area to those projects "intended to primaril
y serve

only the needs of the Pinelands." Although not strictly compliant with this standard, the project do
es

substantiall~~ comply. _The proposed pipeline is intended to serve a business located within

the Pinelands, the BLE Plant. In addition, the pipeline will also provide redundant service
 to the

approximately 142,000 SJG customers located east and south of the Union Road Station, 28,
700 of

which are located in the Pinelands Area. It is evident that the proposed project will serve the need
s of the

Pinelands. That level of service, however, was not sufficient to constitute intent to primaril
y serve only

the needs of the Pinelands. 13ut for the reliabilit}_benefits that accrue to areas outside the Pi
nelands, the

proiect would be (u(Iv comulianl with the CMP.

Given that there were no si~nitic~it environmental impacts associated 
with the proposed natural

pipeline, the staff looked to the intent behind the Forest Area land use stan
dards when determining the

measures required to afford an equivalent level of protection for the reso
urces of the Pinelands. The

Forest Area land use standards are intended to ensure the long-term integrity of the Pinelands

environment by establishing standards governing the character, location and
 magnitude of development

and land use in this area, while encouraging appropriate patterns of compatible
 development. N.J.S.A.

13:18A-9.b. and N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.21. As a result, staff looked at the potential
 for the proposed pipeline to

create more pressure on the impacted municipalities and the Commission to ch
ange the land use and

development intensities currently permitted in the Forest Area through
 which the pipeline would

traverse; i.e. secondary impacts.

In applying this test, the Commission looked at two distinct types of i
mpacts associated with the

proposed development to assess equivalent protection. The commenters who
 have stated that the

Commission used the wrong test, a worst case development test, in assessing 
the equivalent level of

protection, appear to be misreading and blending these two distinct types 
of impacts. In assessing the

environmental impacts associated with the project, the staff first looked at 
whether the actual on-sites

impacts associated with the proposed pipeline were equivalent to the i
mpacts associated with those uses

currently permitted in the Forest Area. The commenters' interpretat
ion of the equivalent protection

standard seems to ignore that some development, including developmen
t of public service infrastructure,
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residential dwelling units, institutional uses, are permitted in the Forest Area. Their interpretation see
ms

to boil down to a misconception that if a~~roject ~£-is not expressly permitted by the Pinelands CM
P,

thcan it cannot be built. Such an interpretation renders the MOA provision superfluous.

Given that development is permitted in the Forest Area, staff looked at the types of development

permitted, the environmental impacts associated with such development and how the impacts associa
ted

with the proposed pipeline would compare. For example, the Forest Area use standards permit 
the

development of communication cables, a type of public service infrastructure, in the Forest Area even
 if

such development is not intended to primarily serve the needs of the Forest Area provided that they are

installed within existing developed rights of way and underground or are attached to road bridges, where

available, for the purpose of crossing water bodies or wetlands. Natural gas pipelines installed i
n a

similar manner would be expected to have a similar impact. In contrast, the Forest Area land 
use

standards also permit the construction of residential dwelling units (homes). The proposed pipeli
ne,

which has no siani{icant environmental impacts, would be far less damaging to the Forest Area then 
the

roughly 150 homes that would be permitted to be developed on the 3,000 vacant acres present along 
the

route. Thus, the actual on-site impacts for the proposed pipeline are no greater than, and actu
ally less

than, those of other permitted uses in the Forest Area, as the commenters advocate, and therefore, p
ass

the equivalent level of protection tests. Arguably, the impacts associated with the proposed 
pipeline

project would require no measures other than prudent construction site management (see MO
A

Environmental Conditions #1-28).

The Commission, however, went beyond an analysis of actual on-site impacts and also examined 
the

potential for secondary off-site impacts. ~~••~, '"~ ~ ~ ~~ ~"~ ~,'..~~ ~ .~' ,~^,~ ̀ ~ ~~ ~, ~ ~:'~,~

„~'^« :~:^'~^^~ a~..~~~"^'~^` a~~~ -~ The concern here is Wk10t}18P tI11S MOA COUICj - - Comment[PF27:Thissectionisconfusing.

facilitate future development in the area of more resource intensive projects. Past experience i
ndicates

I.hat T'~~ r'~-~~:~~:~~'~~~ ~~~+ ~ ~ ~ --~"~~~ development pressure can be applied to alter the

management area provisions in order to facilitate development, these include: (1) Lenape Hig
h school

siting in an Agricultural Production Area; (2) a proposal for an-~es~e~electrical generation plant in the

Forest Area where a transmission line intersected with an existing. natural-gas pipeline; and (3)
 an

high~vav interchange that could prompt mere-intense development

in an area where sewer was not permitted. It is easy to imagine more such instances, especiall
y as land

becomes scarce in New Jersey and in the Pinelands. _Permanent protection forecloses 
much of this

possibility and focuses development where it belongs, i.e., the developed rights of way.- 
The

concern that €e~-the pipeline could provid+egg an impetus for secondary development is 
addressed

F -~~'~,~~a '"~~.,~~ by several t~provisions of the MOA. First. S.1G is required to impose a re
strictive

covenant nn the ~i}~eline that prohibits anv service connections. Second. SJG is required to ~g

contributeiee-e~ $7,250,000.00 dollars to the Pinelands Conservation Fund for the permanent pr
otection

of vacant land located adjacent to the right-of-way of the proposed pipeline. The pe
rmanent protection

of land; is consistent with the Commission's past practice and ensures more than an equiv
alent level of

protection by eliminating any high intensity secondary development that might be proposed 
in the future

as a result of the construction of the proposed pipeline.

One commenter stated that the Commission misconstrued the meaning of "equivalent p
rotection" by

assuming that the Commission will, in the future, apply the Pinelands CMP as written
 today in the

Forest Area, affected by the proposed pipeline infrastructure. This statement seems to be 
premised on a

misperception that the Commission routinely exercises its jurisdiction under the MOA
 provision at

N.J.A.C.7:50-4.52(c)2 to authorize uses that are not permitted in the Forest Area. This is simpl
y not the
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case. Since 2002, the Commission has issued over 750 public development approvals. In that same time

period, there have been only 8 MOAs executed by the Commission that have authorized development

that is not fully consistent with the requirements of the Pinelands CMP (around 0.1% of the public

development approvals issued in this time period). Clearly, the Commission does not routinely entertain

use of the MOA provision to authorize development. Rather, as mandated at N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.1(a) "[n]o

development shall be carried out by any person unless that development conforms to the minimum

requirements and standards of this Plan." There are rare situations, however, were flexibility is needed to

permit authorization of development that serves a meritorious public purpose but is not fully consistent

with strict application of the Pinelands CMP standards. In those rare situations, the Pinelands CMP

authorizes execution of an intergovernmental agreement that includes alternative measures to implement

the goals and policies of the Pinelands CMP as would occur through strict application of the express

regulatory provisions. The MOA provision is a relief valve to protect the Pinelands from unsupportable

denials of important public projects.

There seems to be confusion as to how the measures provided in the MOA will result in permanent land

protection and_ thus, provide for an equivalent level of protection for the resources of the Pinelands.

Numerous comments were submitted regarding whether any land, in fact, would be permanently

protected, given that the MOA does not mandate acquisition. As stated in the MOA, the monies for land

acquisition would be placed in the Commission's Conservation Fund. The land acquisition, program that

the Commission has conducted using Pinelands Conservation Funds (PCF) has been very successful. In

fact, the program has resulted in the acquisition and permanent preservation of acres of lands in the

Pinelands. There is no basis for the commenter to presume that the monies will not be used for
 the

acquisition of the lands identified in the MOA. The fact that the list of properties to be acquired has not

been publicly disclosed cannot not be construed as anything more than the Commission, as permitted 
by

law, seeking to maintain the confidentiality of information involving the purchase of real property with

public funds. As discussed in the MOA, the monies placed in the PCF will be used to fund the

acquisition of lands located adjacent to the site of the proposed pipeline in the Forest Area. At the end of

three years following execution of the MOA, the area of acquisition will be broadened to include Forest

Area lands located in the Southern Forest, i.e. south of the Atlantic City Expressway. These lands would

include tracts in the Tuckahoe River watershed and Manumuskin River watershed.

One commenter stated that no land acquisition would, in fact, occur, because PCF funds are intended to

be leveraged against other land acquisition funds, are limited to up to 1/3 of the purchase price
 and

governmental sources of land acquisition funds have dried up. Although in most cases the PCF fund

requires a match of over 2/3 of the cost of acquisition from other sources that is not always the case. For

example, monies were placed in the PCF pursuant to the Garden State Parkway Widening MOA fo
r the

acquisition of certain identified undersized lots. Acquisition of those lots was funded at 100%. The

Commission will need to decide how it will allocate the PCF funds for acquisition of the lands identified

in the MOA. The $7,250.000 dollars being contributed for such acquisition is sufficient to 
fund

acquisition of 100% of these lots without matching funds. Additionally, efforts are being advance
d to

obtain new governmental sources of funding for permanent land protection. If those efforts 
are

successful, perhaps there would be other funds available to assist in the acquisition and protectio
n of

even more land.

Another commenter stated that the post-three year target area is too broad (vacant land in Fo
rest Area

south of the Atlantic City Expressway) and the amount of money being contributed is
 woefully

inadequate. The Commission does not intend that all vacant land in the Forest Area would be
 acquired.

Instead, as discussed in the MOA, vacant land located adjacent to the proposed pipeline would
 be sought

first. The proposed $7,250.000 contribution is sufficient to -permit acquisition of the
se lands. If the
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Commission's efforts are unsuccessful, it would then expand the area of acquisition to include Forest

Area lands located in the Southern Forest. No proposed acquisition area in the history of the Pinelands

has been 100% acquired. Therefore, a fallback is necessary. The latter is broad and appropriately so. It

would permit the Commission to seek to acquire lands within the watersheds in which the pipeline is

being constructed, the -Tuckahoe River watershed and Manumuskin River watershed. And has been the

case with the current PCF acquisition program, once the acquisition area is broadened, potential

acquisition projects not adjacent to the -area of the proposed pipeline would permit the Commission to

seek unique projects with maximum preservation impact, similar to the Lenape Farms project which one

commenter cited. Key tracts in the Tuckahoe River watershed and Manumuskin River watershed could

be especially important ones te-seet~~to preclude future "cross-country" infrastructure ventures. Thus,

the goal, once the acquisition are was broadened, would be to secure key large tracts of land running

North and South to focus any future use along exisring rights of way rather than cutting though pristine,

undeveloped lands in the Pinelands.

One commenter stated that the amount of funding being provided was insufficient to ensure protection

of more than a fraction of the forest area affected by the introduction of this major infrastructure.

Moreover, the commenter stated that there was no basis to believe that the lands acquired would protect

the forested and wetland habitats as would occur if the Commission enforced the Forest Areas land use

standards of the CMP. The commenter's analysis focused on the number and size of the parcels located

within 1 mile to 10 miles of the proposed route and included land histograms to support his comment

that acquisition of a number of small parcels will not protect the resource of the Forest Area. The

commenter's position seems to be premised on a misperception that the proposed pipeline project result

in significant impacts to the resources of the Forest Area, which, as discussed above, is not the case.

Moreover, the commenter seems to believe that the Commission intends to purchase random small

parcels. First, in order to prevent secondary impacts, the focus of land protection efforts, in the first three

years, will be vacant land located adjacent to the pipeline, not within 1 mile or ten miles. It is the

acreage in these parcels that is important. The Commission will seek larger parcels to gain the most from

the land to be protected (precluding future hook-ups, linear infrastructure adjacent to the proposed

pipeline and other linear infrastructure seeking to go cross country). Histograms focused on developed

land are not useful in future acquisition unless they are very large and could be subdivided. The parcels

adjacent to the route that are developed are small.

The commenter's concern that the Commission will use the acquisition funds to purchase many small

parcels is not consistent with the Commission's past acquisition practices and the lands that it has been

willing to accept for permanent preservation pursuant to other MOAs. The Commission has routinely

sought large tracts of land, adjacent to existing publicly preserved lands. In the present case, both

Belleplain State Forest and Peaslee Wildlife Management Area are proximate to the area that the

Commission has identified for land acquisition. The acquisition and permanent preservation of lots, even

small lots, adjacent to large tracts of Forest Area lands already subject to permanent protection increases

the value of both lands. The Commission has nod intention of~ acquiring small parcels, because as they

would do little to stop large development of inappropriately sited linear infrastructure and, as the

commenter notes, waste time and money. By focusing on larger parcels (which even the commenter

notes include 24 parcels over 500 acres within 1 mile), the land acquisition contribution included in the

MOA will result in the acquisition of approximately 2,000-3,000 acres of land and preclude large scale

development. In addition, the larger parcels are excellent additions to protected lands per the

Commission's science staff.
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One commenter included information in his comments that the size-, shape and location of parcels limits

the ecological value of such parcels. The Commission disagrees. All Forest Area land is important and

almost all Forest Area land reflects the highest ecological integrity in the Environmental Integrity

Assessment analysis done by the Commission in 2008. Furthermore, the commenter neglects the fact

that large tracts of nearby Forest Area land are already in permanent protection and that many of the

targeted parcels are adjacent to such tracts and will clearly add to their value. Finally, to the extent that

larger tracts are identified for acquisition, even if they are currently isolated from contiguous protected

lands, they still would have great ecological value by themselves and will undoubtedly be connected in

the future.

Several commenters argued that there was no basis for the $7,250,000 land acquisition contribution. The

Commission disagrees. The Commission determined the acquisition amount based upon the amount of

acreage that needed to be protected (i.e. the amount of private vacant land located along the area of the

proposed pipeline in the Forest Area, which equaled approximately 2,000 to 3,000 acres) and ~-four

different approaches to estimate cost (1) Building Lot Approach, 2) PCF Forest Area Acquisition

Approach, 3) PDC Price Approach and 4) Recent Sale Inquiry.) More specifically, each of these

approaches considered the following: 1) Building.Lots Approach: The current zoning of 
+/_ 20 acres per

house would permit the construction of around 100 -150 homes in this area. Building lots sell for

approximately $100,000/lot, yields estimate of $10,000,000-$15,000,000; (2) Pinelands Conservation

Fund Forest Area Purchases Approach: The weighted average price of Forest Area lands actu
ally

purchased using PCF funds is $4766/ac., yields estimate of $9,500,000 - $14,300,000: (3) •Pinelands

Development Credit Prices Approach: A ten year average of PDC prices (including recession years) is

around $3600/ac., yields estimate of $7,200,000- $10,800,000: and (4) Recent Inquiry: Offer to se11900

ac. in the City of Estell Manor for $3000/acre. Estimate: $6,000,000 - $9.000.000.

As can be seen by the above, two of the estimates show that at least 2,000 acres could be acquired for

around $7.0 million or less (assuming larger parcels and low transaction costs). Although no commenter

supplied specific information on land acquisition costs, one did note the price for a large acquisition in

another county eight miles away and closer to Atlantic City (arguable a higher market value).

Significantly, the cost associated with that acquisition was consistent with the above costs. Thus, as

evidenced by the above, the $7,250,000 land acquisition will likely result in between 2,000-3,000 acres

of land being permanently protected, especially if the larger parcels are purchased. Clearly,
 the

equivalent level of protection goal is met.

One commenter stated that there is no nexus between the monies that would be provided for
 education

and out reacher-based programs and initiatives. Therefore, according to this commenter these meas
ures

cannot be included in the determination of whether the MOA affords an equivalent level of protectio
n.

The goal of this funding is to enhance public knowledge of the Pinelands, its resources, and the
ir

protection through public education, access, connections, signage and experiencing the Pinelands

directly through hiking, boating, etc. It became apparent during the multiple public meetings that the
re is

a need to enhance the Commission's efforts in these areas. For example, what is an aquifer? Ho
w does it

work? What are relevant risks? How best can it be protected? What is a working biosphere? Ho
w can

both people and ecosystems co-exist?

In many ways, the long-term success of the Pinelands Protection Program hinges on th
e public's

appreciation of the region and its resources. Since its creation in 1979, the Commission has r
ecognized

that the more people know about the Pinelands, the more they will value and seek to pr
otect the region.
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To that end, the Commission has undertaken numerous education and outreach projects, with the support

of the federal government.

The proposed Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) includes $750,000 to fund and support education,

outreach and research projects. A total of $250,000 would be used to convert the Commission's

headquarters into a Pinelands Visitor Center, and the remaining $500,000 would be used to fund a series

of projects that would raise awareness about the Pinelands.

The Commission has made major strides in educating the public about the Pinelands through its

programs and cooperative projects. However, one major piece of the Pinelands Interpretive Plan remains

unrealized: the establishment of a designated Pinelands Visitor Center in the Pinelands National

Reserve.

The Commission worked with the NPS to design Pinelands exhibits that would transform the Richard J.

Sullivan Center for Environmental Policy and Education (RJS Center), the Commission's headquarters,

into a visitor's center. Such a center will finally provide the public with ahigh-quality destination

befitting the country's First National Reserve.

The proposed.MOA also includes a total $500,000 for education and research projects. The Commission

would use a portion of the funds to, for example:

Improve and expand its existing education programs and initiatives, including the annual

Pinelands Short Course, the Pinelands-themed World Water Monitoring Day Challenge

and the Pinelands Research Series. The Commission would use funds to create and carry

out education programs in areas covered under the MOA, including organizing a

Pinelands-themed World Water Monitoring Day Challenge and other offerings at

Belleplain State Forest.

Further advance, support and improve the Pine Barrens Byway, a 122-mile trail that

traverses existing roadways in portions of 16 municipalities in the southern Pinelands

region (including Estell Manor City, Maurice River Township and Upper Township).

The creation of bike trails along the Byway and scenic pull-off areas, as well as the

creation and dissemination of interpretive materials such as brochures.

These types of projects will expand the Pinelands Commission's capacity to raise awareness and

appreciation of these resources, empowering the public with the knowledge that will, in turn, strengthen

support for preserving this region.

C. The Proaosed MOA is Consistent with the Develoament Standards, Subchapter 6, of the

Pinelands CMP and Will Not Result in Adverse Environmental Imaacts to the Pinelands

Area

Generally

A comment was received that generalized that the Commission review ignored the impact
s of pipeline

construction and maintenance. The Commission's review did not ignore such impacts. The 
review

included a comprehensive assessment of all applicable environmental standards in the C
MP including
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Wetlands Protection Standards (N.J.A.C. 7:50- 6.6), Threatened and Endangered Species Standards

(N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.27 and 6.33), Stormwater Management Standards (N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.84(a)6), Fire hazard

mitigation standards (N.J.A.C. 7:50 — 6.124) and Cultural Resource Survey requirements (N.J.A.C.

7:50-6.151).

Wetland locations were verified by Commission staff and it was determined that the project 
was

consistent withk~ all wetlands standards. Three separate Threatened and Endangered Species reports

were submitted, reviewed and determined to be consistent with the CMP. No threatened or endang
ered

plant or animal species or suitable threatened and endangered animal habitats were found in
 the

proposed development areas. Commission staff conducted independent field investigations and based 
on

that field work concurred with the findings in the submitted reports (Threatened and Endangered Spe
cies

Habitat Suitability Assessment and Survey Reports prepared by Trident Environmental Consultan
ts).

Staff confirmed that because so much of the route is currently paved, mowed and cleared the only areas

where there was potential habitat were the proposed staging areas and the interconnect station, and staff

concurred with the findings of Trident Environmental Consultants on those areas. Stormwater

management plans and calculations were submitted, reviewed and determined to be consistent with the

CMP. The applicable standards regarding Fire Ft~azard Mitigation address the potential for
 fire

hazard risk associated with above ground development proposed for human use, thus the review foc
used

on the Interconnect Station and the Remote Operating Valve Station. Both of these facilities are loc
ated

on crushed stone surfaces with grassed perimeters and meet the standards in the CMP. With regard to

cultural resources the applicant submitted a preliminary and follow up cultural resource invent
ory,

including research and field work. Visual reconnaissance, shovel tests and excavations —were

performed along the route and at the staging areas. Two areas were found to have historic
 and

prehistoric resources. These proposed staging areas were reconfigured —to avoid impacts to the

resources.

Further the project was also reviewed by the NJDEP which issued air quality control and various o
ther

environmental permits. The following NJDEP reeulator~programs reviewed this project; Divisio
n of

Land Use Regulation, Division of Air Quality, Division of Water Quality. the Sate
 Historic

Pi•eser~~ation Office, and -the Natural and Historic Resources Program. The NJDEP also facilitate
d the

review conducted by the Army Corps of Engineers which included federal reviews done by the Un
ited

States Department of the Interior/National Parks Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
.

A comment was submitted stating that the Commission's review assumed no errors or accide
nts would

occur. The Commission review did address the potential for errors or accidents both during construc
tion

and after. Each of the 28 Environmental Conditions of the MOA were included to address 
possible

errors, misunderstandings or' accidents that could occur during construction. A commenter 
noted that

the use of silt fencing to protect against accidental disturbance of habitat by work extend
ing beyond the

approved work area was inadequate as such fencing has been shown to fail in other applicatio
ns. In this

instance in addition to requiring 2 physical fence barriers, Environmental Condition 21 re
quires the

continuous presence of onsite personnel to ensure that the fences provide the intended p
rotections

(Condition 21).

Specific construction related impacts considered were those related to faulty stormwater 
management or

leaks from the HDD (horizontal directional drilling) under wetlands and water bod
ies. The CMP

requirements ensure that stormwater is properly managed and will not escape the co
nstruction site.

Neither will stormwater impact the Kirkwood-fColtansev aquifer, or nearby wetlands as
 the stormwater

must be contained on site. HDD impacts are discussed in detail below,
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Construction equipment, in general, can experience minor leakage of vehicle fluids, as can passing

vehicular traffic, but this will be minimal. Reports of oily sheens being present at pipe construction sites

elsewhere have been ascribed to natural iron presence and natural iron-loving bacteria that produce such

sheens.

Further the Commission coordinated its review with the Board of Pubiic Utilities and has relied on the

BPU Programs responsible for pipeline safety and implementation of the State regulations regarding Gas

Service and Pipelines implemented by the BPU when evaluating issues relating to construction, safety

and emergency response.

2. Forest fragmentation

Comments were received regarding environmental risks associated with the construction and

maintenance of the project. The Commission staff review and the resulting MOA considered and

addresses the potential impact of the construction and maintenance of the pipeline. One concern raised

was that the project will result in forest fragmentation. All proposed construction activities in the Forest

Area will be limited to the area that includes the road, paved shoulder and mowed vegetated shoulder.

As this area is previously disturbed and will not be widened, there will be no forest fragmentation. The

only trees impacted are the 13 trees identified as safety hazards by the New Jersey Department of

Transportation. 'Che DUT has requested that these trees ~l~—be cut down to eliminate the risl: of

vehicle collisions.

The project also includes a proposed interconnect station. This 10,000 square foot wooded parcel (Blk.

358, Lots 11-14) is located in Upper Township, Cape May County. The applicant proposes to clear the

parcel and lav-cio~~n crushed stone over sa~€ae~approximately 7,900 square feet of the parcel.~iEl~

sx~s~e~-sEeee. The interconnect station, which includes above and below ground piping, will be located

on the proposed crushed stone surface. The interconnect station will be surrounded by a six foot wide

grass berm and a security fence. Environmental impacts from this development were reviewed and were

found to comply with all applicable standards in the CMP. There was no significant impact to the forest

area identified.

The project also includes staging areas that are located within the road, paved and vegetated shoulder

areas. No trees will be cut down in these areas.

To ensure that construction activities do not go beyond the area of the road and paved and mowed

grassed shoulder ~~*~ *`~~ F -~~'~a ~~~~, specific conditions have been included in the MOA.

Specifically, General Condition 5 of the Environmental Conditions requires that the limits of the

area of disturbance be marked, and access controlled, by the installation of both silt fence and

orange plastic fencing. Typically only one physical barrier is required. Further, Environmental

Conditions 21 and 28 require that there will be both an independent biologist and engineer on site,

who report to the Commission, at all times when construction activities are undertaken proximate to

suitable threatened and endangered species habitat and during all drilling activities. These

independent experts will ensure that construction activities are confined to the boundaries of the

areas of disturbance as specified in the plans that were reviewed and approved Commission staff.

The MOA further provides that the Executive Director has the authority to shut down construction

activities should there be any violations from the terms of the MOA or any potential for negative

environmental impact.
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3. Maintenance impacts

The proposed pipeline will be located primarily within cleared and maintained right-of-ways
 of

Routes 49 & 50, which will significantly reduce the potential impacts of ongoing maintena
nce

during the life of the pipeline. NJDOT will continue to maintain this area by mowing the 
roadside

grass as has been their practice for many years. Environmental Condition 4 prohibits the use
 of

herbicides in any portion of the ROW. ~vlaintenance of the interconnect station located in Tucka
hoe 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

will not have sienificant environmental impacts since the ground_at this site will stoned and fen
ced

. The routine surface inspections of the pipeline will not

sienificani environmental impacts as there will be no ~e~a+re-clearing or disturbance_ ~~a~,
z

. Routine internal inspections of the pipeline else

will shave n~ environmental impact. Internal inspections will be conducted using a "sm
art pig"

(a computerized pipeline inspection gauge) that will be inserted into the pipeline at the 
pigging

station outside of Pinelands to the west of Union Road. The smart pig will travel the length of
 the

pipeline collecting detailed data on the pipe and it will be retrieved outside the Pinelands at

proposed station on the BL England Power Plant property. This internal inspection wi
ll occur

entirely within the pipeline itself which will be beneath the ground. If inspections of the pipe
line

identify the need for pipeline repairs at some point in the future, it is anticipated that the rep
air work

will be done utilizing the same level of environmental protections as have been incorporated
 into the

design for the construction of the pipeline.

4. Edge Effect
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Comments were submitted regarding the impacts of clearing additional forest at the out
side limits of the

approved work area stating that edge effects resulting from such disturbance will be im
pact an area

extending 300 feet into the interior forest. This project is not impacting undisturbed areas 
including the

forest edge;; there will be no tree clearing or impact to the forest canopy. Based on
 these limitations

resulting in a lack of impact to the forest there will be no edge effect.

5. Invasive species

Comments were raised regarding soil disturbance that would result in the introdu
ction of invasive

species. The potential for introduction of invasive species as a result of the pipeline constructi
on was

addressed as part of the application review. The Environmental Conditions of the MO
A include several

requirements to address this issue. Condition 1 requires that any area disturbed as a result of

construction activities be graded and seeded with native Pinelands grass species as spec
ified in the plans

which were reviewed and approved by Commission staff. Environmental Condit
ion 2 further requires

that only native Pinelands species shall be used for re-vegetation purposes. Envir
onmental Condition 3

requires that all soils excavated as part of the pipeline installation will be stockpi
led and reused. Only

soil removed from the trenches constructed for the pipe installation or native s
oils are permitted for

backfilling. Environmental Condition 3 also requires that any soils that are found to 
be unsuitable for

use as backfill must be removed and disposed of outside the Pinelands. Envir
onmental Condition 7

further addresses this issue by precluding the disposal of any construction debri
s of excess fill in the

Pinelands Area without prior Commission approval. These conditions address the potential for

introduction of invasive species.

6. Hydrology/Groundwater

A commenter expressed concern that the installation of the new pipeline cou
ld impact the hydrology of
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the region. The basis for this concern was that the pipeline and gavel surrounding it would create a new

conduit for water that would prevent recharging of aquifers and degrade the quantity and -quality of

drinking water. The proposed project will not impact groundwater. The potential for a buried utility line

to drain or redirect ground water assumes that the backfill material is more porous than the surrounding

soil which, without mitigative measures, could impact on groundwater flow close -to the surface. To

ensure no such impacts, the proposed gas pipeline project will use existing soil to backfill the pipe

trench. By using the existing soil for backfill, the porosity of the material in the trench will not be

significantly different than the surrounding soil. This construction technique will not result in a

diversion of groundwater flow, will not decrease the quantity of water recharging the groundwater

aquifer or the river ecosystems and will not degrade the water quality.

Surface water

A comment regarding the impacts on surface water quality due to an increased in suspended solids as a

result of erosion was submitted. The proposed project will not impact upon surface water quality. To

ensure no such impacts would occur, specific attention was paid to this issue and the project was

designed to include protective measures that would be in place to reduce the potential for erosion and

increased suspended solids entering the waterways due to erosion. Although the pipeline project wil
l

cross 16 waterways, the potential for water quality impacts associated with erosion are greatly reduced

since all of these crossings will be accomplished by horizontal directional drilling or jack &bore. These

construction techniques eliminate the greater potential for water quality impacts associated with open

cut crossings of waterways.

In addition, the project must comply with County Soil Conservation District standards, which includes

review of the construction plans by those districts. These standards (N.J.A.C. 2:90 et. al) address all

aspects of soil erosion. The approval will require that the construction process will be overs
een by

South Jersey Gas inspectors, an environmental inspector and County Soil Conservation District

inspectors to insure that the soil conservation measures required by the standards are installed an
d

remain effective until the construction area is stabilized to the satisfaction of Soil Conservation Districts.

8~. Aquifer Impacts

Numerous commenters expressed concerns about pipeline impacts during operation on the Kirk
wood-=

ECohansey aquifer. The pipeline will only transport natural gas, not gasoline, fuel oil, e~-other petroleu
m

products (e.g., benzene), per-Bentonite slurry, or any other solid or liquid material. Furthermore, natura
l

gas in the pipeline is in a gaseous phase and is not water soluble under the pipeline conditions. Whil
e

water can temporarily carry some dissolved gas, when methane comes in contact with air, the methan
e

quickly escapes from the water into the atmosphere. Natural gas is lighter than air and, if leaked, wil
l

rise through the soil column and dissipate in the air. As the pipeline will not be located in the aquifer bu
t

instead will be above it, in the unlikely event of airy leak,~g the natural ~as would not be in contact

with the aquifer but would ate#-w~rise and dissipate in the atmosphere. Therefore, any leak (highl
y

problematic in itselfl would]-1~ not be dissolved in, absorbed, or mix with the water or the water bearin
g

soils. This stands in stark contrast to pipelines bearing liquids which can easily impact aquifers 
as the

liquids drain downward towards the aquifer. For this reason, there will be no impact to the 
aquifer

from on-going operations of the pipeline even in the unlikely event of a~► ~t4~e1-gas leak.

It was noted by one commenter that there are occasional break-outs of Bentonite slurr
y from HDD

usage. For this reason, leakage of the lubricating clay slurry made up of Bentonite clay and 
water will be
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constantly monitored by various means (e.g., pressure and visual monitoring, including an independen
t

expert approved the Commission as required by Environmental Condition 28) and be stopped 
if any

leakages occur before they become significant. Leakage into the aquifer would be non-existent as th
e

clay will stick to the surrounding soils while the water, scrubbed by the soil, will just become part
 of the

aquifer. In addition, the Pinelands contains no surface rock fractures and its soils are not lik
ely to

provide a pathway downward for a Bentonite break-out. Frequently, there are clay layers that
 block

water passage that would further hinder downward movement. _Leakage into nearby wetlands from 
a

surface break is the only real environmental concern as the Bentonite clay can coat sensitive m
arine

organisms and suffocate them.: It should be noted that 3 of the 4 HDD sites are under culvert
s, not

actual streams or wetlands. The pipeline will be some distance below these culverts, and as suc
h, any

breakout «~eould not easily access the water body Any such leak ~~ouldts most likely to be l
ocated near

the HDD entry and exit points. Such points will be staffed and surrounded by contr
ols to n~--~

stop~i~g the overland movement of any such breakout. One commenter noted that such breakou
ts "do

not generate major sediment discharges". However, even if a breakout did occur beyond the c
ontainment

area, the small volume of Bentonite involved would~4 either be immediately clean
ed up (e.g., by

vacuum) or ~~ould easily be dissipated by the large volume of water and large surface area of
 the bottom

of the wetlands. Finally, as was noted above, the will be a Commission approved inde
pendent monitor

to ensure that this is properly managed. With the contractor's and the Commission's independent

monitoring and the limited HDD near wetlands, -Bentonite impacts will either be non
-existent, or be

minimal.

8. T&E Comments

Comments were received questioning the findings of the Commission with regard to potential
 impacts to

threatened and endangered species. The CMP at N.J.A.C. 7:50 -6.33 requires that no de
velopment shall

be carried out unless it is designed to avoid reversible adverse impacts on habitats that a
re critical to the

survival of any local populations of the threatened or endangered (T&E) animal species des
ignated by

the Department of Environmental Protection pursuant to N.J.S.A 23:2A-1 et, seq. At N.J.A.C
. 7:50-6.27

(a): the CMP states that no development shall be carried out by any person unless it is d
esigned to avoid

irreversible adverse impacts on the survival of any local populations designed by the Dep
artment of

Environmental Protection as endangered plant species pursuant to N.J.A.C. 7:SC -5.1 as
 well as a list of

plants, which are found and declared to be threatened and endangered plants of the Pinel
ands.

Comments were submitted questioning the three separate Threatened and Endangered
 Species reports

that were submitted, reviewed and determined to be consistent with the CMP. Co
mmission review of

these reports confirmed that no threatened or endangered plant or animal species or sui
table threatened

and endangered animal habitats were found in the proposed development areas.

Comments questioned the reliance on suitable habitat versus critical habitat. Wit
h respect to animals,

the CMP (N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.33) requires that no development shall be carried out unless 
it is designed to

avoid irreversible adverse impact on habitat critical to the survival of a local popu
lation of CMP

designated T&E animal species. This CMP T&E animal species protection languag
e authorizes the

Commission to protect habitat critical to the survival of a local population of a C
MP designated T&E

animal species. This CMP language does not authorize the Commission to protect pot
ential habitat or

suitable habitat for T&E animal species.

With respect to plants, the CMP (N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.27) requires that no developmen
t shall be carried out

unless it is designed to avoid irreversible adverse impact on the survival of any loca
l population of CMP

designated T&E plants. This CMP T&E plant species protection language authoriz
es the Commission to
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protect that area necessary to avoid irreversible adverse impact on the survival of any local population
 of

CMP designated T&E plants. This CMP language does not authorize the Commission to prote
ct

potential habitat or suitable habitat for T& E plants.

In summary, the regulations contained in the CMP do not authorize the Commission to protect pote
ntial

habitat or suitable habitat for T&E animal or plant species. The Commission's regulations do authori
ze

the Commission to ensure that no development shall be carried out unless it is designed to avo
id

irreversible adverse impacts on habitat critical to the survival of a local population of CMP designat
ed

T&E animal species and that no development shall be carried out unless it is designed to avo
id

irreversible adverse impacts on the survival of any local population of CMP designated T&E plants.

For this application, it has been demonstrated that the proposed development will not result in 
an

irreversible adverse impact on habitat critical to the survival of a local population of CMP des
ignated

T&E animal species or an irreversible adverse impact on the survival of any local population o
f CMP

designated T&E plants.

The project is being constructed under the road, the paved shoulder and the mowed shoulder
. The

comments assume that the impacts will occur during construction and that there will b
e accidental

encroachments into the areas identified as habitat near the construction areas. The Environmental

Conditions of the MOA include several requirements that will protect against the occurre
nce of such

incidents. These include Condition 5 which requires the delineation of the proposed limits
 of the areas

of disturbance and the construction of t~vo~ fence barriers. Environmental Condition 21 requir
es that an

independent biologist, approved by the Pinelands Commission, qualified in the ident
ification of

threatened and endangered plants and animals and their habitats be present during
 such times and

locations where clearing and/or construction activities are being undertaken prox
imate to habitat

identified as suitable for threatened and endangered species. The biologist will be on site t
o ensure that

clearing and/or -construction techniques used do no adversely impact any habitat critical to the s
urvival

of any threatened and/or endangered species of animals or plants and that any such plants 
and animals

discovered during construction are protected. The continuous integrity of the t~~~o~ barrie
r fences will

also be ensured by the on-site biologist.

Further, Environmental Condition 23 requires that the Pinelands Commission be notified im
mediately if

any threatened and/or endangered species of plants or animals or habitat critical to their
 survival are

discovered during construction. Should this occur all activities in the vicinity of such speci
es or habitat

shall immediately cease and the biologist is to take all possible measures to ensure that suc
h species or

critical habitat are protected.

Comments were raised regarding potential impacts to a particular area of wetlands along the

Manumuskin River, downstream from the western origin of the proposed pipeline where the
 commenter

states there is a population of a state endangered and federally threatened species, Sens
itive Joint-vetch.

Commission staff review did not include this species as part of the scope of species to 
be investigated as

the population is located quite a distance from any pipeline related construction. The p
ipeline route near

the point where the Manumksin crosses route 49 (Cumberland pond outfall) is goi
ng under the road, not

the water and the population in question is greater than t~vo miles ~~•~'a ~'^ 
^^ "'••^~^ ^^ ~nnn 

c.,.~

downstream from the outfall. There is no construction planned near the Cumberl
and Pond outfall. The

pipeline is being installed using HDD in this area and the nearest surface construc
tion is over 1000 feet

away from the out[all east and west adjacent to Route 49.

9. Air Quality: and the need for BL England and the line.
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Comments were received regarding the air quality benefits to be provided by the repowering the BL

England Plant. Commenters noted that there would be more pollution from the repowered B.L. England

facility than the existing facility because the existing facility is a "pecker plant' and the repowered

facility will operate as a "base load" plant. Electric generating units can be characterized by different

range terms of actual annual capacity. These range terms are only used generally. For instance, PJM

Interconnection LLC, New Jersey's Regional Transmission Organization managing the interstate power

market, does not contain these terms in its definitions and acronyms section of their operating manuals.

However, power plant engineers typically will refer to units by the names "pecker," "intermediate load

unit," and "base load unit." The ranges for these terms are typically: pecker, operating at less than 10%

annual capacity; intermediate load unit, operating from 10°/a to 75%annual capacity; and base load unit,

operating at over 75%annual capacity. In New Jersey, nuclear power units are typically categorized as

base load units, while other units are most often intermediate load units and peckers.

The BL England power plant has operated as an intermediate load plant while on coal and oil, and is

expected to continue to operate as an intermediate load plant after conversion to gas. -t~-According to

data received from the 13PU~f~rom 2000 — 2007 each of the coal fired units operated from 7 to 10

months each year. Hours of operation decreased from 2008 to 2012 due to the imposition of the

Administrative Consent Order issued by the Department of Environmental Protection coupled with the

economic downturn.

Future actual annual and daily operation will depend on electric demand. In this region of New Jersey,

the electric demand is highest during the summer and substantially lower t-~e-during other seasons

because of the higher summer population at the shore. Hence, we can expect to continue to see BL

England units operate at near 100% during some summer days and substantially less during the other

seasons of the year.

The Department of Environmental Protection has provided the Pinelands Commission with an air

quality modeling analysis conducted to assess the Pinelands Area air quality benefit of the repowering of

the B.L. England facility. The modeling shows that the proposed repowering will very significantl
y

reduce both actual and allowable air pollutant emissions at the BL England Generating Station. As a

result of these emissions reductions, significant air quality benefits were predicted by computer

modeling for both the Allowable Emissions Scenario and the Actual Emissions Scenario. Based on the

actual emissions reduction, the following benefits over the Pinelands Area were predicted: Up to 40.9%

reduction in the maximum existing background 1-hour sulfur dioxide (SOZ) concentrations; Up to 41.4
%

reduction in the maximum existing background 3-hour sulfur dioxide (SOZ) concentrations. Reductions

in the existing background levels of 1-hour nitrogen dioxide (NOZ) concentrations and 24-hour fine

particulate (PMZ.S) in the Pinelands were also predicted.

The crux of this comment is whether or not potentially increased hours of operation of the new gas fired

power plant would cause higher annual emissions despite the major reductions in the hourly emissio
n

rates. That is not the case. Even at maximum allowable annual operation of the gas units (which woul
d

not be achieved in practice), the air pollutant emissions from the gas fired repowered BL England woul
d

be considerably less than the past actual emissions when burning coal and oil. When actual past 
and

future actual emissions are compared, the actual emission reductions are expected to be much greater.

According the Department of Environmental Protection the reduction in emissions and air pollution

concentrations over the Pinelands Area will result in environmental benefits such as: -less po
tential for

acute and chronic damages to plants due to lower SOZ concentrations; reduced SOZ and NOx (nitr
ogen

oxides) emissions will result in less acid rain formation, a benefit to plants, lakes, fish, and wildlif
e;

reduced emissions of NOX, an ozone precursor, will result in lower ozone concentrations in the
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Pinelands and reduced ozone damage to plants and vegetation; reduced SO2i NOx, and PM2,5 emissions

will improve visibility over the Pinelands Area; and a 94%reduction in allowable mercury emissions

will benefit fish and animals that eat the fish, including humans. The reduction of air qualit~~ impacts

5pecifica(Iv associated with the 13L LnQland ficili •long has been a goal of the Commission. In 1980.

the Department oPEnvironmental Protection assessed existin air quality in the Pinelands area with the

purpose oi' aininQ an understandin o~ f tl~e possible degradation of stir quality and of aiding the

Commission in the preparation of the CMP. (NJDEP. Air Quulizv assess~r~ei~t ofthe .Vew Jersey

Pirzelands, (Jan. 19~0)'.l'he study specifically identified the E3L GnQland facility as a source of air

pollution within the Pinelands:

1~he B.L. ~nQiand Power Plaalt at Beesley's Point in U~per'I'o~~nship, Cape Nla ~ County

is located right on the Pinelands nation Reserve bvwidar~~. I71is large plant is res onn Bible

'for most of the'TSP [I.otal suspended particulates] and S02 jsulfiu~ dioxicle~poinl source

emissions in Cape Ma County-. In Table 6.1 the B.L. England Plant is included among

the point sources loclted in the Pinelands. if it w-cre not. included in the Pincland totals.

point sources in the I'inelands would onlv_be responsible for about 11% of the "1'SI'

emissiom and less than one percent of'the S02 emissions in southern New .Tersev. (DEP.

Air• Oa~cGlilr .A,ssessmen[ of'!!ae s~'ei~~ Jersey Piyzelar:ds, p. 28).

10. Radon and benzene
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Comments were raised regarding the presence of benzene and radon in the natural gas and the potential

for environmental and health impacts. The commenters were referring to "shale gas pipes" which are ~e

associated with the fracking process used to extract gas from the earth. The proposed pipeline being

considered would be a natural gas transmission line. It is not associated with the fracking process. One

commenter referenced a benzene leak from a pipeline in Germany. Research of this issue found the

pipeline in question was not a natural gas transmission pipeline but was a pipeline associated with a

fracking operation.

The composition of natural gas varies depending upon the region and the geologic formation from which

it is extracted. Natural gas from the Marcellus Shate region enters the interstate transmission

systems and is mixed with natural gas from conventional production areas, with generally no ability to

trace the source of the methane molecules. All natural gas product that is fed into the mainline gas

transportation system in the United States must meet specific quality standards and generally requires

pretreatment. Natural gas produced at the wellhead in most cases contains contaminants and natural .gas

liquids, which must be removed before the gas can be safely delivered to the high-pressure, long-

distance pipelines that transport the product to the consuming public. See U.S. Energy Information

Administration, Natural Gas Processing: The Crucial Link Between Natural Gas Production and Its

Transportation to Market. The treatment process removes contaminants such as benzene and radon.

11. Alternative Routes

There were numerous comments regarding the proposed route for the pipeline. Commenters stated that

there were alternative routes that would not require an MOA, or that were located outside of the

Pinelands. The selected route, as well as numerous alternatives, n~~w~ere evaluated by SJG,

NJDEP, NJBPU and the Commission. NJDEP determined that the only way to bring natural gas to the

B.L. England plant was by pipeline. NJDEP worked with the applicant to minimize, to the greatest

extent practicable, any adverse impact. NJDEP reviewed alternate routes and assessed which route had
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the least amount of land use and ecological impacts while adhering to the Asgency's Linear Line policy

to maintain lines within existing rights of way to minimize disturbance. NJDEP noted that the entire

pipeline route is intended to avoid almost all environment impacts by following existing, developed

Rights of Way. NJBPU also considered alternative pipeline routes before approving the proposed

route. Commission staff again reviewed the proposed routes as well as numerous other options.

Based on a comprehensive review of options SJG presented 3 possible routes. Route A which is 22

miles long and originates in Maurice River, Cumberland County, at the intersection of Union Road (CR

671) and NJ Route 49 at the location of an existing pipeline. It travels along Route 49 through the City

of Estelle Manor, Atlantic County, into Upper Township, Cape May County. The route follows Cedar

Avenue to the intersection of Mill Road (CR 557), turning east to the intersection with Marshall Avenue

(Ne~v York A~•e~. The route then follows NJ Route 50 to the intersection with Tuckahoe Road (CR662),

where it continues east out of the Pinelands Area into the PNR. This is the route that was selected and

submitted to the Commission for review. SJG considered two other routes. Route B approaches the BL

England plant from the west and north. This route is approximately 10.5 miles in length and located

entirely within the PNR and outside the Pinelands Area. Route C approaches the BL_En~(and plant from

the west and south through an approximately 29 mile long abandoned railroad right of way that had

revegetated and is now heavily forested.

The Commission evaluated the routes considered by SJG as well as all other potential routes both in and f ~"-~- Formatted: Line spacing: single

outside the Pinelands. Of the SJG considered alternatives, Routes A, B, and C, which were reviewed by

the NJDEP, NJBPU and the Pinelands Commission, Routes B and C were determined to be

unacceptable due to associated environmental impacts and other concerns.

Commenters, in general, believed there must be other alternative routes beyond the thiee3 routes

considered by SJG, but cited no viable alternatives and provided no evidence that these other

unspecified alternatives would have less environmental impact or would meet the needs of the project.

Commenters stated that the goals of the project could be met with a route that is consistent with the

CMP. One suggestion was to upgrade existing transmission lines to the size necessary for

repowering the B.L. England plant and providing redundancy in service to customers in Atlantic and

Cape May counties. The use of existing lines would not achieve the goal of providing redundancy in

service as Chis option still would leave ne pipeline sup}~lyin~Cape May County.

Further, these existing lines include sections that are located in Forest Area. The work to dig up and

replace these lines would have no less environmental impact than the project currently under

consideration.

One commenter suggested that infrastructure mapping be considered in examining alternatives. The ~~'--"' Formatted: Line spacing: single

commenter notes that infrastructure mapping of existing infrastructure is critical in determining a route

that would have the least impacts possible. The Commission did exactly that, performing an exhaustive

evaluation of alternatives from all directions. After excluding routes that traveled through undisturbed

Forest Area, four alternate routes were identified including one that had been previously suggested by

staff and the public. All four routes were tested against four pertinent criteria: the need to serve BL

England, the need to provide service redundancy to residents of Cape May and Atlantic Counties,

homeland security issues and environmental impacts. The analysis did not find an alternate route that

met all of the necessary criteria. Further the routes located in the Pinelands all traversed Forest Area.

Commenters stated that the project should use a route outside of the Pinelands. Two routes outside the

Pinelands were evaluated and found to have unacceptable environmental and security impacts. This
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includes Route C, an alternative presented by SJG, that involves significant wetlands disturbance

adjacent to the Great Egg Harbor Bay. This project would impact tidal mash and tidal waterways

the -temporary removal of 28 households,

and an 8000 foot -HDD under the Bay with multiple, complex and risky turns. The NJDEP met with SJ

Gas and RC Cape Mak.~d-to review alternative routes and assess which route had the leaste

amount of land use and ecological impacts while adhering to the DEP's Linear Line Policy to maintain

lines =-~~~-within existing rights of way to minimize disturbance. Based upon these analyses, NJ

DEP discouraged SJG from pursuing this alternative: The other route outside the Pinelands was one

several commenters endorsed. This route would uses the existing Garden State Parkway (GSP) bridge,

or a new bridge to be constructed just for the pipeline. Commission staff evaluated these routes and

found that the use of the GSP Bridge is problematic from a security standpoint. Constructing a new

bridge is problematic from an environmental standpoint (large wetlands impacts through coastal

wetlands, e.g., a 1400 foot trench, and the need for support structures over 7000 feet of the river. This

route was dismissed from consideration based on input from NJDEP, and BPU. NJDEP noted that had

the applicant proposed a bridge, the application review would have required an alternative analysis

demonstrating that the bridge was the only viable alternative and that disturbance to environmentally

sensitive areas had been minimized. In reviewing the alternative analysis, the NJDEP would have

steered the applicant toward selecting a pipeline route similar to the preferred alternative ultimately

approved.

Comments were submitted stating that the route selected for the pipeline (Route A) was chosen because

it was the least expensive and most convenient option. This is not corrects}. Comparative costs of

the various pipeline route alternatives were assessed by SJG during preliminary planning for the project.

Cost was a secondary factor in the decision-making process with the primary factors being reliability,

environmental impact, community impact, and constructability. The selected Route A was not the least-

expensive alternative but was chosen because it had the least environmental and community impact.

Construction of Route A is estimated to cost between $86 and $91 million. The cost for Route B was

estimated at approximately $75 million but this route was rejected due to the significant environmental

and community impacts and constructability concerns. The cost of Route C was not estimated once it

became evident that it would result in significant environmental impacts due to the need to clear 6.5

miles of Pinelands forest area. However, given that Route C was approximately 9 miles longer than the

preferred Route A, the estimated cost of Route C would be approximately $120 million (assuming a

similar cost-per-mile). Thus cost was not a factor in route selection. With regard to convenience, the

commenter goes on to note the multiple stream crossings and HDD operations associated with the

chosen route contradicting the argument that it is the most convenient.

Comment was submitted supporting Route B as a better option noting it would impact fewer

contaminated sites. SJG will hire a professional LSRP to address the 14 pre-identified potential

contaminated sites. If found to be contaminated, they will be remediated under NJDEP regulations.

Route B is also noted as a better option because it is located outside of the Pinelands. This is a short

sighted view of the overall impacts of the project. Route B has significantly -more environmental

impacts than the proposed alternative.

A Commenter suggested that that SJG request FERC "help" for a straight line solution from Union

station or May's Landing to the plant through forested Pinelands (these would save some distance). Staff
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reviewed this option and found there would more environmental impacts than the ekesex-proposed

route.

One commenter worried that Alternative A, being longer than B, has the potential to disturb more sites

of contaminated soils. SJG will hire a professional LSRP to address the 14 pre-identified potential sites.

If found to be contaminated, they will be remediated under NJ-DEP regulations.

One commenter stated he did not believe it is the Commission's job to find a route for the pipeline or

help private companies realize their preferred business plans. The commenter noted that the

Commission's job is to protect the Pinelands. The role of the Commission is to implement the CMI'. In

that role the Commission reviews development applications and municipal and county plans and

ordinances and approves only those that are consistent with the CMP. The Commission did not seek to

find a route for the pipeline. The Commission staff investigated alternative routes in an effort to confirm

the a~pliclnt's ~.ssertion k~e-sn}~that there ~a~-is no better alternative. Based upon this im~esti atg ion•

the C~mniission ~ancluded that there is nu better alternative.

Other non-routine alternatives

Comments were submitted noting that rather than repowering the BL England plant, other energy

options should be evaluated including relying on other electrical generating facilities, the continued use

of coal or the use renewables such as wind and solar. While energy planning is not typically part of a

Commission application review this issue was addressed to respond to comment. The evaluation of

energy supply options was limited by the need to address both goals of this project, the repowering of

the BL England plant and gas supply redundancy. The evaluation considered the two goals

independently. How will electricity be provided? How will gas ~sut~ply. redundancy be achieved?

A comment was made suggesting that the B.L England plant remain a coal burning plant but with '~--~"' Formatted: Line spacing: single ~~

improved emissions thus making it "clean coal". Changing the energy source to "Clean coal" does not

provide improved air quality benefits of the magnitude that will be achieved with natural gas. The use

of coal is inconsistent with the AACO issued by the NJDEP. Further, the continued use of coal does not

meet the need to provide natural ads service redundancy.

Comment included the suggestion that energy come from a new natural gas fired plant located

elsewhere. There are several new plants planned for New Jersey located in West Deptford, Newark and

Woodbridge. These plants are all owned by private investors who have opted to sell their capacity and

energy into the northern New Jersey market. Similarly, ~c~RC Cape Mav made the decision to

repurpose its facility to sell into the South Jersey market. Further, obtaining energy from these plants

would not address the need for gas service redundancy.

Many commenters wanted the State to rely more on renewables, specifically off shore wind and solax,

rather than on fossil fuels such a natural gas. Commenters claimed that energy needs could be met with

renewables. BPU disagrees with these claims noting that while the Administration continues to work

diligently to develop renewable resources, it recognizes that offshore wind and solar energy are

intermittent resources that cannot be run continuously, because they are variable through the day and

therefore are unable to fully replace base_load resources. The 2011 State Energy Master Plan calls for

increased use of renewables but stresses the need for transition steps first before the renewables goal can

be met in the future.
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Renewable sources such as wind and solar produce intermittent and variable power and natural gas

combined cycle technology can accommodate this deficiency by supplying supplemental energy

quickly, in order to keep e~th~ electric grid functioning properly Absent the development of new,

clean and more efficient power systems to balance the intermittent and variable power from renewable

resources, the amount of renewable energy that can be properly accommodated by the grid is aye

reduced.

The use of solar energy was evaluated and the CMP does allow limited development of solar

installations in the Pinelands. However, solar energy still requires electric transmission infrastructure

and an electrical generating plant to provide d~e#~e~edispatchable electricity. The technology to

store energy generated from solar panels to replace the energy production of the B.L. England is not yet

available. Further, to generate the amount of energy equivalent to the B.L. England plant would require

1400 - 1700 acres (570 megawatts @ 2.8 acres per 1000 megawatt-hours per year) of cleared land near

existing adequately sized transmission. The land, transmission and the remaining need for a mechanism

to distribute the electricity will be costly and will require significant land disturbance and will result in

environmental impact. This option also does not meet the service redundancy need.

To meet energy needs from off shore wind power, similar to solar, would require an on-shore base line ~ ' - --
 Formatted: Line spacing: single

plant to provide a continuous, uninterrupted supply of electricity. In fact, one commenter noted that the

B.L. England plant site could be used to connect offshore wind projects to the grid. The plant itself

would be necessary to allow for the continuous feed of electricity. Further, this alternative does not

address the need for natural service redundancy.

12. "NO" Plant Scenario

Commenters" noted that there would be more air quality benefit if the plant shut down. This however

ignores the fact that Unit 3, the iS5 MW peaking unit that fires No. 6 oil, is permitted to continue

operating wider the terms of the NJlll~l' order. These comments also ignore the fact that tie-New Jersey

needs the energy supplied by the B. L. England facility. The BPU ~~~a ~°D..",:~ i":,:':~~ in approving

this project recognized the need for both the repowering of the B.L. England facility and the redundancy

of supply to the eastern and southern portions of South Jersey Gas's service territory. With regard to

B.L. England, the BPU references the goal of the 2011 Energy Master Plan to "promote a diverse

portfolio of new, clean, in-state (electricity) generation to improve reliability and to lower costs,

consistent with environmental and economic development objectives." Tl~e BPU notes in its December

12, 2013 correspondence to the Pinelands Commission that the "Administration supports the

construction of new combined cycle natural gas plants and continues to work toward replacement of the

capacity that will be lost following the retirement of the Oyster Creek nuclear plant (in 2019). The
 BPU

fuithcr notes that the EMP states that replacing Oyster Creek is a particular challenge "Oyster Creek's

geographic location has prevented significant transmission bottlenecks and overloads in the Stat
e and

(unless) replaced by new comparable base_load generation, at least $100 million in transm
ission

upgrades will be required when Oyster Creek is retired, excluding new rights of way." BPU note
s that

the "the repowering of the B.L. England facility (from coal and oil to natural gas) will help to ens
ure an

adequate supply of electricity in the Southern New Jersey region, and specifically in the Pine
lands

Area".

13. Need for the enerev
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Commenters stated that there was no need for the power to be generated by the B.L. England facility.

Commenters noted that the most recent PJM load forecast showed decreases in power needs supporting

the position that the power generated by the B.L. England facility is not needed. The 13YU ~ear~-e€

"~•'~'~~has stated that "Contrary to some common misperceptions, there is no "g1uY' of energy

in New Jersey. In fact, New Jersey is located within the heart of the Mid-Atlantic Critical Congestion

Area, one of only two such areas so designated by the U.S. Department of Energy due to severely

inadequate transmission capacity that threatens the reliability the electrical grid."

The BPU also disagrees with claims that PJM's most recent load forecast is proof that local demand for

electricity will decrease, rather than continue to increase. The recently issued draft PJM 2014 Load

Forecast does include downvyard revisions of the numbers for 2017-18 from what was expected at the

beginning of this year, but this does not mean that the demand in 2017-18 is expected to be lower than

demand is now. PJM still expects the peak summer and winter demands to grow over the next 10 years,

just at lower rate than was previously projected. '''"~ ~ „* ~F:~^..~~~~ "~~ ~'~~~~~~~~'

The BPU's concerns regarding energy needs include the fact that New Jersey is located at the extreme

eastern edge of the PJM territory. Transmission constraints limit the ability to import electricity,

causing most of the State to face electricity congestion and some of the highest electricity prices in the

entire mid-Atlantic area. The solution has often involved the strategy of higher voltage reinforcement of

the interstate transmission lines, which raise land use and other environmental concerns. The pending

retirement of several old, inefficient power plants will also reduce local generation and further degrade

reliability. The situation, BPU notes, will only be worsened by the closure of the Oyster Creek Nuclear

Generating Facility in 2019, one of only two large electrical generating facilities in the eastern and

southern portions of the State (the other being B.L. England).

A commenter stressed that the Commission undertake a "Need for Project Analysis". While unfamiliar

with the specific nomenclature, the Commission staff did in fact evaluate the need for the project. This

evaluation included review of the 2011 Energy Master Plan, review of the Power Grid Engineering &

Markets r~,port "-Benefit to the Pinelands Area of BL England Repowering_ and the =Updated Analysis_

and e~ai~g-input from both the NJDEP and the NJBPU. Both agencies are authorized by statute to

develop long term energy development objectives and interim measures for achieving those objectives.

The NJDEP has—stated that the "the Department has concluded that this project conforms with the

Energy Master Plan and that this support is consist with vested authorities for ensuring the conservation

of natural resources, the protection of the environment and prevention of pollution." The BPU provided

detailed comment on this issue and as discussed in other sections of this report ~—c~e~ai~, has

confirmed the need for the plant and for the redundancy of nat~u•a.l eas service.

15. Ultra fines

Comments were submitted regarding the emissions from the burning of natural gas produced by

hydraulic fracking. Specifically the issue of increased ultra-fine particles was raised.

Before extracted natural gas can be received and transported by the major interstate transmission

systems, the natural gas must meet minimum quality standards. Different sources of natural gas will

have different compositions or qualities. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) through

an approved Tariff issued to each gas Company regulates gas content. Parameters included in the

Tariffs include: heating value; absence of objectionable odors, solids, liquids, that could impact

merchantability; hydrogen sulfide; total sulf~Hur; odorant; and water vapor. Factors that influence the
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composition of the raw natural gas extracted from producing wells are the type, depth, and location of

the underground deposit and the geology of the area. Natural gas production from the deep water Gulf

of Mexico and conventional natural gas sources of the Rocky Mountain region typically must be

processed to meet pipeline-quality specifications. The natural gas produced from the eastern portion of

the Marcellus Shale is of high enough quality that it requires little or no treatment for injection into

transmission pipelines.

Fine and ultra-fine particles are formed from combustion processes where gases from combustion of

fuels convert to particles. Such is the case with the gases sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, which

form fine particles of sulfates and nitrates in the air after being released from combustion processes.

Since natural gas has almost no sulfur, it emits almost no sulfur dioxide, and therefore sulfate particle

generation is negligible compared to coal and heavy oil combustion. Also, the BL England project

would have substantially lower nitrogen oxide emissions than coal combustion, which would result in

less fine nitrate particles being formed.

There is ongoing researcfi into the generation of ultra-fine particles from natural gas combustion. The

current literature .indicates aneed for more study. NJDEP has indicated that the repowered BL England

plant will incorporate the best emission control equipment currently available. The Commission staff

will continue to coordinate with the NJDEP on this issue.

16. Methane leaks/fugitive emissions

Comments were submitted dealing with fugitive emissions form the pipeline. One comment noted that

methane leaks along the right-of way (ROVI~, ROW buffer, access roads and the surrounding landscape

could occur at rates of up to 4%. This figure is not correct. The pipeline will not have a significant

impact on air quality along the right-of-way, ROW buffer, access roads, or surrounding landscape. The

study referenced by the commenter in support of the statement1—Methane and the greenhouse-gas

footprint of natural gas from shale formations, by Howarth et.al., Climatic Change (2011) 106:679-

690~; primarily focuses on methane emissions from shale production, which is not relevant to the SJG

gas pipeline. -However, the study concludes that a "conservative estimate" of leakage of gas during

transmission, storage, and distribution is between 1.4% to-and 3.6% and die- acknowledges that

"lost and unaccounted for gas" is another way to estimate leakage system-wide. In SJG's "Annual

Report for Calendar Year 2012 Gas Distribution System", submitted to the U.S. Department of

Transportation, Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, the company's percent of

unaccounted for gas for year ending June 30~' was just 0.8%. Moreover, this is a system wide statistic of

all pipe in SJG's transmission and distribution systems, including pipe installed from the early 1900's

through 2012. The Company is in the process of replacing its aging infrastructure that is more prone to

corrosion and leakage; this includes cast iron pipe installed with bell and spigot joints in the early part

of the 20 h̀ century, and bare and unprotected steel pipe installed in the middle part of the 20 x̀' century.

Modern transmission pipelines such as the one proposed by SJG experience minimal fugitive losses of

methane. The latest data from a variety of studies indicates that leakage of methane during the

transmission of natural has (i.c. from pipelines) comprises just 0.2 to U.5 percent of all natural eas

produced. see Larson, L, -~'atura! Gas and Climate Chai2~e. 'Table 7, per. With this as the baseline.

the Commission derived the relati~~e contribution of methane leakage from pipelines that~do Prot have__,

compressor stations fi.e. the major source of methane emissions during trinsmission), such 2ti the

pipeline ~i•oposcd b~• SJG ~~~ '~~ a~~~•~~a The U S EPA data indicates that pipelines without

compressvt• stations'~~•~~ ~~ ~~'-~m^'..' .̂'. ,~~'`~"~ -"+~ conlriUutei~ onl~~ 0 3"/0 of the total emissions
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(i•om n~uiral has transmission. AUplyin~. this 0.3% loss rate to Che baseline data indicating that

transmission of natural as is just 0.2 to 0.5 percent of all natural o.,as produced results in estimated

f~iti~~e emissions from natural has tr~.nsmission pipelines ofeFe just U.000 - QO15 percent of tueitive

losses from transmission (0.3% multiplied Uv 0.2"/o and U.~%l.~he 1~eEes~~r~a—~—t~ke—~Q:

~
„}
~ ,

' The state-of-the-art pipeline is designed and will be constructed to be

virtually leak free. The pipeline will be constructed to the highest industry standards, including a

polyethylene coating and state-of-the-art cathodic protection systems to protect it from corrosion. The

pipeline will be patrolled on a monthly basis, to assure•no activities in the vicinity of the pipeline occur

that could compromise the integrity of the pipeline.

A comment was submitted regarding the potential health and fire safety impacts of ethyl mercaptan.

The use of mercaptan odorant in the pipeline gas also is not a health impact or fire safety issue. Pipeline

safety regulations of the N.J. Board of Public Utilities (N.J.A.C. § 14:7-1.16) and the U.S. Department of

Transportation (49 C.F.R. §192.625) require all natural gas dishibution companies to inject an odor

compound into their natural gas as a safety measure to warn of gas leaks so they can be repaired quickly.

Olfactory detection of natural gas is essential because natural gas has virtually no odor when it comes

from the production areas. Mercaptan injection rates are in the order of 20 parts per million. The

odorant is absorbed by the natural gas and has no effect on its properties for burning. It is harmlessly

burned up with the gas. In the event of a gas leak, this concentration becomes much lower as it mixes

with air and does not pose a risk.

The DEP publishes the State's greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions inventory, which is available on the

DEP's website. As estimated in the latest inventory, dated November 2012 (for 2009), emissions from

the State's entire natural gas transmission and distribution (T&D) sector amount to 2.5 million metric

tons, or 2.2% of total statewide emissions (see Table 1). This estimate is calculated using U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) projections and approved methods outlined in the "New Jersey

Greenhouse Gas Inventory and Reference Case Protections 1990-2020" report, dated November 2008

(see Appendix E).

17. NJPDES

Comments were received regarding the environmental impact of the B. L. England plant on the Great

Egg Harbor. The New Jersey Pollutant Discharge System (NJPDES) Permit No. NJ0005444 was issued

final on June 17, 2013 (effective August 1, 2013). No Adjudicatory Hearing Request Form, nor Stay

Request was received by the DEP. Interested parties have challenged the issuance of this permit directly

to the Superior Court, Appellate Division of New Jersey. The permit continues to be in full effect.

(waiting for more from DEP)

.. ~ -~,
.. _
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18. Pipeline construction safety/Pipeline safety

Numerous comments were submitted regarding the safety of the pipeline. The federal government

establishes minimum pipeline safety standards under the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title

49. The Office Pipeline Safety (OPS) within the U.S. Department of Transportation, Pipeline and

Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, (PHMSA) has overall regulatory responsibility for gas

pipelines under its jurisdiction. Through certification by OPS, states inspect and enforce the pipeline

safety regulations for intrastate gas pipeline operators. In New Jersey this work is performed by the

Division of Reliability and Security within the Board of Public Utilities. The Division of Reliability and

Security is responsible for implementing ongoing strategies for utility disaster preparedness, reliability

and infrastructure security and is also responsible for the Pipeline Safety Program. The Pipeline Safety

Program monitors and inspects intrastate gas pipelines for compliance with federal and state regulations.

In 2013, staff performed 600-650; approximately 3 each business day.

New Jersey has Pipeline Safety Regulations at N.J.A.C. Title 14. These regulations at Chapter 7 address

Construction, Operation and Maintenance of Transmission and Distribution Natural Gas Pipelines.

Specific requirements address, but are not limited to, Proscribed areas, Quality control of field welding,

Valve assessment and emergency closure plan, Installation of pipe, Damage prevention, Public

outreach, Monthly inspection patrols and leak detection surveys, Review of operating and maintenance

standards, Oversight of construction activity, Directional drilling operations, and Operator reporting

requirements. In Chapter 3-Service, the regulations address, but are not limited to Liaison with public

officials, Emergency personnel and Training.

BPU staff reviewed the proposal, including the project's design, construction plans and specifications, as

well as the listing of structures with 100 feet of the pipeline and their distances from the proposed

pipeline alignment. BPU Staff also conducted a full field inspection of the entire pipeline route and

worked with South Jersey Gas on the pipeline alignment to mitigate the number of human occupied

structures within 100 feet of the pipeline.

Commenters raised concerns about the need for resources and coordination for emergency response to

any gas leak, explosion or fire. Beyond the above noted requirements in place to protect against such

incidents, there are frameworks in place for response to such emergencies. New Jersey regulations

implemented by the BPU require that each gas utility have available and equipped an adequate number

of personnel to promptly handle gas emergencies on a 24-hour a day, seven days a week basis. These

regulations further require that all such emergency personnel have adequate training in the proper

procedures for handling gas emergencies, including but not limited to emergency shutdown procedures.

Further each gas utility is required to maintain liaison with emergency personnel of each municipality

and county in its service area, as well as with BPU emergency coordinators.

BPU regulations require that operators of transmission pipelines maintain and file a valve assessment

and emergency closure plan for each transmission pipeline. The plan is to assess each valve individually

and describe how the operator will achieve rapid closure of valves in the event of an emergency. The

valve assessment and emergency closure plan must include, but is not limited to, a map showing all

valves, a training program for operating personnel to ensure they are qualified to implement the plans'

emergency procedures. Emergency closure drills must be conducted at least once per calendar year.
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Six sectionalizing valves will be located at the beginning and the end of the project and at intervals of

about 5 miles or less along the project. All of these sectionalizing valves will beremotely-operated from

SJG's McKee City Facility except for the valve to be located about 5 miles east of the project origin at

the intersection of Union Road and Rt. 49. This valve will be manually operated because it will be

buried due to insufficient available space for an above-ground valve. As is standard with natural gas

pipeline systems, some of other smaller valves at the beginning of the pipeline at Union Road (outside

the Pinelands) and at the interconnect station at Rt. 50 will be manually-controlled.

19. PIR

Comment was received stating that the Commission needs to address the Potential Impact Radius (PIR)

of the proposed pipeline route. The U.S. Department of Transportation Pipeline and Hazardous

Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) uses the PIR in its requirements to address potential

consequences of inadvertent releases from pipelines. The PHMSA pipeline Safety regulations (Title

49CFR Part 190-199) use the concept of "High Consequence Areas" (HCAs) to identify specific locales

and areas where a release could have the most significant adverse consequences. For natural gas

transmission pipelines the PHMSA established the PIR as the distance from a potential explosion at

which death, injury or significant property damage could occur. To determine a HCA the pipeline

operator must calculate PIR for all points along the pipeline and then determine if it impacts a HCA.

HCAs exist if there are 20 or more structures intended for human occupancy; buildings that would be

hard to evacuate; or buildings and outside areas occupied by more than 20 persons. 
T~., aD' ~ :~ Iwo ~*~~o
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20. Frackine

Numerous commenters expressed concern about fracking and its impact on the environment Fracking or
hydraulic ti•acturing. is the process of extracting natural gas from shale rock layers. The application
reviewed by the Commission vas that Tor the installation of a natural gas pipeline. There are no
hydraulic ii•acking operations.

22. Export of LNG

Comments regarding the possible future use of the pipeline for the export of Liquid Natural Gas (LNG)

were raised by numerous commenters. There was no basis provided to support this claim.

23. Independent Experts

Comments were raised regarding the need for the Commission to hire independent experts to provide

expertise with regard to the environmental impacts of the project, to address the need for the energy to

be produced by the B.L. England plant and to address pipeline safety. The Commission did review all

materials submitted by the public which included individuals with PhDs, college professors, lawyers,

physicians, engineers and educators. The Commission itself has a wealth of expertise and considers

staff to be expert in Pinelands issues including but not limited to ecology, cultural resources, habitat,

planning and regulation. —Commission staff routinely review all information submitted as part of

development applications, including field verification. In instances where Commission staff identify

areas where expertise is lacking the Commission engages outside services. In this instance no need for

outside services was identified. With regard to energy issues the Commission relies on the expertise of

the BPtI~~-a ~'' o..~-~:~ "~:,:*:~~, the state agency with exclusive authority to oversee and tie-regulated

~~ublic utilities, which in turn provide critical ulp ~lic services such as the sup~ly of natural gas,

electricity, and water,'~,~~~~~,.~:~~*:~~~ ~~a ~~~,~'~,~.~~:~~ The law requires the BPII ear• -to ensure

sate, adequate, and proper utility services at reasonable rates for customers in New Jersey. The Board

addresses issues of consumer protection, energy reform, deregulation of energy and telecommunications

services and the restructuring of utility rates to encourage energy conservation and competitive pricing

in the industry. The Board also has responsibility for monitoring utility service and responding to

consumer complaints.

24. Climate Chanee

Comments were submitted focused on the need for the Commission to address the broad issue of climate

change with regard to this project. Comment suggested that the Commission consider the impacts of the

project on the Pineland's greenhouse gas footprint. The Commission did investigate the potential for

increases in fugitive methane emissions as part of this project and found that such emissions are

associated with older pipelines and ancillary infrastructure. Newer construction materials are not prone

to leaks. The NJDEP provided detail, noting that greenhouse gas emissions from natural gas

transmission and distribution amount to 2.2% of total statewide emissions, thus NJDEP considers

emissions from this sector small relative to total statewide releases. The NJDEP "considers this new

pipeline to have a minimal impact on the state's GHG emissions_": Commenters raised concerns about

climate change impacts associated with the production of natural gas. The CMP does not contain any

standards for regulating environmental impacts associated with the production of natural gas outside of

the Pinelands area.
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25. Sea Level Rise
Commenters raised concerns about climate change induced sea level rise and the potential for flooding

at the site of the BL England plant. The NJDEP addresses issues related to flooding. For projects

proposed within or adjacent to a floodplain, the CAFRA regulations require that the project be consistent

with the Flood Hazard Area Control Act regulations at N.J.A.C. 7:13. This project was found to be in

compliance with both the CAFRA regulations and the Flood Hazard Area regulations.

D. EO 215 (Kean 19891 Is Inapalicable to the Proaosed Piaeline Project

Comments: The Commission received a number of comments stating that since BPU is the "applicant"

for the MOA, they must submit an EIS pursuant to Executive Order (E.O.) 215 to DEP.

Analysis: Given that NJDEP implements E.O. 215, the Commission r~~~ '~~contacted the

Department for its interpretation as to applicability of E.O. 215 to the within matter. NJDEP has advised

that E.O. 215 does not apply to this project. According to the Department, Section ]states that certain

governmental bodies are subject to E.O. 215 for construction projects "directly initiated by departments,

agencies, or authorities of the State...or if [aforementioned bodies] are granting at least 20 percent

financial assistance" (emphasis added.) The ~it#i~-MOA is not subject to E.O.215, because the BPU

and the Pinelands Commission, knave-arc not directly, initiati~e~ this project, nor are they providing any

financial assistance. The Pinelands Commission is the government body with jurisdiction to review the

proposed pipeline project, while the BPU is a necessary party to the MOA as the agency responsible for

ensuring that safe and reliable natural gas service is pro~~ided through its public utility franchisee.
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CAFRA, Freshwater Wellan~ls Proteceion Act. Vl%aterli•ont Development Act, Che CMP.~and the~U..S..______,_..--

Arm~rps of Engineers (;cinder the applicable provisions of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 18991...

Each of these applications required a sti~stematic interdisciplinaiv aparoach to the assessment of potential ~: ~'~„, ~,

environmental impacts for the subject project. The em~iconmental impact documents spared and

submitted for each oCthe review atrencies were submitted fa the Commission for review. Thetie

documents included a complete project description and ~i•oiect_~ucpose_ the s~ttin~ of'the project and the ~'•, 't,

~oieet desien and operatiaial features including a site plan; the construction and operation phases of the '•,

project: the work force required; site preparation scope: precautions lal:en: stormwater discharges

anticipated; a listingof licenses. permits end certilications necessary: a comprehensive descriUtion oI'

existing environmental conditions includine natural resources. man-made resources and human

resourccs. "Thc documents submitted included the protiable_dircct. indirect and cumulative ,--

envii•onmental impacts of the project on alt ap~rouriate natural, man-made, human and economic

resources; gotential impacts on land. water, air, aquatic and terrestrial wildlife and threatened and

endangered species as well as those measures incorporated into the project design to avoid end mitigate
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E. The Public Comment Process Was Conducted in Accordance with the Requirements of the

Pinelands Comarehensive

Comments: A number of commenters stated that the public comment period provided for the proposed

MOA was insufficient and that the comment period should have been extended. Commenters also stated

that the Commission should have conducted another public hearing and complained about the size of the

hearing location. Some commenters complained regarding their ability to access documents just prior to

the public hearing. Others stated that the Commission should have rescheduled the public hearing

because of an erroneous address for the municipal building was included in the notice. A number of

commenters objected to the Commission's imposition of a three minute time limit on oral testimony at

the hearing. One commenter stated that the Commission failed to comply with its adopted MOA policy.

Analysis: The Commission afforded the public ample opportunity to comment on this matter. This

Commission has been discussing the proposed pipeline project for over six months and during that time

the public as availed itself of the opportunity to comment on the project at every meeting of the

Commission's Policy and Implementation Committee and monthly full Commission meetings, whether

the matter was listed on the agenda or not. Moreover, the Commission has never adopted a policy

concerning the MOA process. Although there is a document on the Commission's website that sets forth

the MOA process as it existed in 2008, that document was never adopted by the Commission and is

outdated. For example, there are numerous references in that document to process before the Public and

Governmental Programs Committee. Moreover, given this document is essentially guidance, it is of no

binding effect. _More importantly, the administrative process followed by the Commission regarding the
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proposed MOA essentially complies with this guidance, but more importantly complies with the

regulatory process set forth at N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)3 and N.J.A.C, 7:50-4.3.

Moreover, the public comment process afforded for the draft MOA itself thoroughly complied with the

process established in the Pinelands CMP. N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)3 states that "[p]rior to the execution of

any intergovernmental memorandum of agreement by the Commission, the Executive Director shall set

the date, time and place of a public hearing for consideration of the agreement. The public hearing shall

be noticed and held by the Executive Director in accordance with the provisions of N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.3.

With regard to notice, N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.3(b)2(7) provides "[i]f the public hearing involves an

intergovernmental agreement pursuant to N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52, by sending a copy of the notice, by mail,

to the mayor of each Pinelands municipality and the freeholder director and county executive of each

Pinelands county that may be directly affected by the memorandum of agreement under consideration.

In addition, a copy of the notice shall be published in those official newspapers of the Pinelands

Commission having general circulation in the area that may be directly affected by the memorandum of

agreement." In addition to providing notice to the Township mayors and County Freeholders,

newspaper notice was initially provided in the Press of Atlantic City on November 28, 2013 and posted

on the Commission's website on November 27, 2013. Moreover, immediately after being notified that

the address for the Galloway Township Municipal Building was incorrect in the notice, the Commission

immediately revised the notice posted on its website on December 4, 2013 to correct the address and

published a revised notice in the Press of Atlantic City on December 7, 2013. In order to ensure that

anyone who went to the incorrect address was directed to the proper hearing location, the Commission

had a staff member wait at that location on the date of and an hour prior to the start of the hearing to

direct people to the correct hearing location. Consequently, the notice provided for the hearing was more

than adequate.

The Commission disagrees that the venue that it chose to conduct the public hearing was too small. The

Commission selected a venue that had an occupancy limit of 200 people. Additionally, early on in the

hearing, a commenter challenged that the number of people in the room exceeded capacity. The

Galloway Township police officer who was present at the hearing conducted a head count and

confirmed with the fire marshal that the room was not at capacity.

There was also ample opportunity provided for the public to comment on the MOA on the record. In

addition to the public hearing, the Commission kept the comment period open through its December 13,

2013 meeting. This provided the public with an additional opportunity to provide oral comment on the

proposed MOA. In fact, the public comment period did not close until close of business on December

13 h̀. Moreover, although the Executive Director initially limited testimony at the hearing to three

minutes in order to provide an opportunity for the large number of individuals who had attended an

opportunity to testify, she subsequently continued the hearing for an additional hour after everyone had

had an initial opportunity to speak to afford those commenters who wanted more time to present

additional testimony. Moreover, placing a time limit on public comment is legally permissible. (See

Galena v. Leone, 638 Fad 186,199 (3 d̀ Cir. 2011), "The government, however, may restrict the time,

palce an manner of speech, as long as those restrictions are reasonable and serve the purpose for which

the government created the limited public forum." The statement that there was insufficient opportunity

to comment on the proposed MOA is belied by the fact that the Commission received over 9.5 hours of

oral testimony and over 2,100 written comments.

The Commission disagrees with the inference that it inappropriately denied access to documents

contained within the file or that access was not provide timely. With regard to comments that the

Commission denied a requester's Open Public Records Act COPRA) requests, OPRA permits a
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governmental agency to deny access to records in certain circumstance. Specifically, an OPRA request
may be denied if the request fails to identify documents with requisite specificity, seeks inter- or intra-
agency advisory, consultative or deliberative materials, or are otherwise exempt pursuant to OPRA,
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-let seq. or "any other statute; resolution of either or both house of the Legislature;
regulation promulgated under the authority of any statute or Executive Order of the Governor; Executive
Order of the Governor; Rules of Court; any federal law, federal regulation or order. N.J.S.A 47:1A-1
and 47:1A-1.1. (See also MAG Entertainment, LLC v. Division of Alcohol Beverage Control, 375
N.J.Super. 534, 546-549 (App.Div.2005), "OPRA operates to make identifiable government regards
`readily accessible for inspection, copying or examination'." Id. (quoting N.J.S.A. 47:1A-1). It is not
intended to be a research tool to require government officials to identify and siphon useful information.
Id. at 546). Consequently, government records that set forth intra-agency deliberations, or documents
that would be confidential pursuant to other statutes, such as documents involving the purchase, lease or
acquisition of real property (See N.J.S.A. 10:4-12.b(5)), are not subject to disclosure.

In any event, as discussed above, the Commission has been considering the proposed pipeline project for
over 6 months, the public could have requested to come in and conduct a file review of the file at any
time during this time period. Additionally, Commission staff was responsive to all OPRA and file
review requests. For example, staff contacted one commenter, who indicated in his comments that it was
impossible to file an OPRA request and review the file to prepare for the public hearing but did, in fact,
file to review the file on December 2, 2013, during the time between the November 27, 2013 release of
the MOA and the December 9, 2013, to set up a file review. That individual refused to review the file
unless all documents which he had previously requested pursuant to OPRA and to which he was denied
access on appropriate legal grounds were included in the file. Moreover, to the extent that a commenter
sought the basis for the environmental offset, Commission staff made a presentation on the basis of the
offset at the December 4, 2013 Policy and Implementation Committee. That presentation was
subsequently posted on the Commission's website. In fact, the Commission posted the reports that it
referenced in the draft MOA on its website, prior to the public hearing, on the public hearing page for
the public's convenience.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

This MOA would permit the implementation of the proposed development consistent with the
Comprehensive Management Plan. Commission staff review of the project determined that the project
was consistent with all of the applicable Management Programs and Minimum Standards contained in
Subchapter 6 including Wetlands Protection Standards (N.J.A.C. 7:50- 6.6), Threatened and
Endangered Species Standards (N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.27 and 6.33), Stormwater Management Standards
(N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.84(a)6), Fire hazard mitigation standards (N.J.A.C. 7:50 — 6.124) and Cultural
Resource Survey requirements (N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.151). A portion of the project was found to be
inconsistent with the Subchapter 5 Minimum Standards for Land Uses and Intensities, specifically the
provision dealing with public infrastructure in a Forest Area. In this instance a portion of the proposed
natural gas pipeline will be constructed in a Forest Area. Regardless of the specific location of the
project; in this instance the route travels in a previously, permanently disturbed area, under a road and

the adjacent paved and mowed grass shoulder, the CMP permits public service infrastructure in ttm a

Forest Aarea limited to- where it is intended to primarily serve only the needs of the Pinelands. The
proposed project serves two purposes; the repowering of the B.L. England plant from coal to natural gas

and the provision of redundante~ ~x-natural gas service to South Jersey Gas customers in Atlantic and

Cape May Counties. While the B.L. England Plant is located in the Pinelands, the majority of customers

to benefit from the redundancy of gas service are located outside the Pinelands. As such the project is
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not fully consistent with the CMP. As this is a public project the CMP includes a provision allowing the
Commission to enter into an intergovernmental agreement to authorize a project that is not fully
consistent with the provisions of Subchapter 5 and 6 of the CMP. This provision however requires that
variation from the standards of the CMP is accompanied by an equivalent level of protection of the
resources of the Pinelands than would be provided through strict application of the standards of the
CMP.

To provide this equivalent level of protection from an inconsistency with a land use standard, the
Commission staff has determined that there is a need to preclude future development that could occur as
result of the natural gas pipeline being located in the Forest Area. The MOA addresses this need by
prohibiting service connections to the .~ipelin~. Also, Commission staff have identified all publicly

owned vacant land proximate to the route of the pipeline in the Forest Area and the Board of Public
Utilities has ordered SJ Gas to provide funds to the Commission to purchase the land. The Commission
staff have determined the approximate value of the land to be $7,250,000, based on historic purchase
prices of lands acquired with Pinelands Conservation Funds, current sale value of land in the area and
Pinelands Development Credit calculations. Once the land is purchased it will no longer be subject to

the threat of future development. Further, as a result of the widespread interest in this matter the
Commission recognizes the need to enhance its mandate to educate the public about the Pinelands. As,

such the Board of Public Utilities has also ordered SJG to provide $750,000 to be used to enhance

educational programs including specifically $250,000 for the implementation of the Interpretive Center

in the R.J. Sullivan building. This project has already been designed using funds provided by the

National Parks Service. The remainder of the funds will be used to expand public education

opportunities in the areas of the project, including expanded public access via bicycle lanes and foot

trails, signage and informational materials.

Based on these measures staff has determined that the deviation from the standard of the CMP that is

being permitted by this MOA is accompanied by measures that will, at a minimum, afford an equivalent

level of protection for the resources of the Pinelands than would be provided through strict application

of the standards of the CMP.

As a result, the Executive Director recommends that the Commission approve the accompanying

intergovernmental memorandum of agreement dated...

Sincerely

[SIGNATURE]


